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Tom Brokaw to address
graduating class
Christine Hamel
Editor-in-Chief
The Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley,
S.J., University President, has
announced the commencement
speaker and the recipients of the
honorary degrees. Tom Brokaw,
NBC News Anchor, will deliver
the main address at Fairfield
University's 47th annual commencement on Sunday, May 18.
The commencement weekend
will also include the celebration
of the Baccalaureate Mass on
Saturday, May 17, on the
Bellarmine Terrace at 4 p.m.
Brokaw and Larry Doby will
be receiving honorary doctorates. Honorary degrees will also
be given to George B. Harvey
and Elizabeth M. Pfreim.
Fifty years ago, Doby was the
first African American baseball
player in the American League.
He joined the Cleveland Indians
just 11 weeks after Jackie
Robinson played his first game
for the Brooklyn Dodgers.
Harvey, former chairman of
the board of directors of PitneyBowes Inc., and Pfreim, retired
president and treasurer of the
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Bridgeport Post, the Telegram
and the Sunday Post, now the
Connecticut Post, whose philanthropic achievements have focused on the welfare and education of children throughout the
area.
By honoring Brokaw,
Fairfield is citing a journalist
who won numerous awards for
his enterprise including Emmys
for the NBC special "China in
Crisis" and NBC News' coverage of the Midwest floods of
1972. From the anchor desk and
on location, Brokaw is known
for covering changes in world
capitals and for monitoring

events in small towns and inner
cities throughout the United
States.
Also host of "Internight", a
half-hour prime time talk and
interview program on MSNBC,
he was the NBC White House
correspondent during the
Watergate era; and has covered
every presidential election since
1968. As a news reporter,
Brokaw has achieved a number
of exclusive first reports including the first U.S. exclusive oneto-one interview with Mikhail
Gorbachev and was the first
American to report on human
rights abuses in Tibet. Brokaw
has reported from rooftops in
Beirut, the Great Wall in China,
the Berlin Wall as it fell, and
from the streets of Kuwait during Operation Desert Storm.
After joining NBC News in
1966, Brokaw had reported and
anchored at KNBC-TV in Los
Angeles, WSB-TV in Atlanta,
and KMTV in Omaha.
Doby is honored at Fairfield
while Major League Baseball
marks the 50th anniversary of

Continued on page 5

Hunger Clean
Up is Saturday
Kristen Sullivan
A & E Editor
In an effort to honor Fairfield
University and its students for
their work and success on behalf of the Hunger CleanUp, the
town of Fairfield has issued a
proclamation to make Sat., April
12, Hunger Clean Up Day in
Fairfield.
FUSA President Chris
Cipriano rallied to get the proclamation since the University
has received national recognition for its participation and
overall efforts during the past
three years. Cipriano worked
with Fairfield First Selectman
Paul Audley to get the proclamation.
Cipriano says, "As a former
member of the executive board
and a participant in the Hunger
Clean Up, I realize what an asset this is to the community and
to those who participate in the
event. It is a testament to the
organizers and the participants
who make the day a success and
I felt that both parties were deserving of this recognition by
the town of Fairfield."
The Hunger Clean Up will
take place this Saturday from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. To sign up, contact Carolyn Rusiakas in Campus Ministry.

52nd FUSA President inaugurated

Jo Ann Gometz
News Editor
Among friends and family, the
52nd president of the Fairfield
University Student Association,
Christopher Cipriano, along with
his vice presidents, was inaugurated in the Great Hall of
Bellarmine on April 1.
Outgoing FUSA President
Michael Reardon welcomed the
audience, going on to say, "Chris
is a dedicated person whom I
have come to know as a friend."

Chris Tierney, Chief Justice
of Student Court, administered
the oath of office to the six vice
presidents: Daniel Conroy, Lucia
Corvino, Scott DePetris, Tracy
Hollywood, Michael Piagentini,
and Matthew Pitucco.
Tierney, then, administered
the oath to Cipriano, who received the president's gavel from
Reardon amid thunderous applause.
"I'd like to thank my parents," Cipriano said, "I wouldn't

be here at Fairfield without you."
He went on to thank campaign
managers Joanna Lohan and Jim
O'Connor, campaign staff, the
vice presidents and his friends
and family.
Cipriano, then, made the traditional presentation of a gift to
the outgoing president. He presented Reardon with a framed
photo of portions of this year's
inaugural fireworks display, saying, "We know that one of the
things you were most proud of

was the fireworks display. We
hope this hangs in your office at
Canisius High School next year."
Toasts were offered, and University President, the Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., delivered a brief congratulatory address. He said, "Congratulations
to Chris and the members of his
cabinet. I look forward to working with all of them."
The Rev. Thomas Regan, S.J.,
of the philosophy department delivered both the invocation and
benediction.
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Campus Beat
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
On Sun., March 23, at 12:55 a.m. there were two fights, involving up to 100
students, at the townhouses. Five Security officers reported to the scene, as well
as five Fairfield Police officers, an ambulance and a fire truck. One non-student
was arrested by Fairfield Police; another will have a warrant against him. For
the first time, Security officers used OC (pepper) spray against participants.
Reports were sent to Judicial on those students involved. There may be other
University charges levelled against them.
Also, at 6:57, there was a report of a sexual assault classified as forcible
fondling. Both students involved were males. A report against the accused was
sent to Judicial.
On Fri., March 28, at 7:36 p.m., a motorscooter was stolen from the Dolan
lot. The Fairfield Police were called. The case is still under investigation.
On Fri., April 4, at 3:44 a.m. there was a case of verbal disorderly conduct
between two males in Kostka Hall. The report was sent to Judicial.
On Sat., April 5, at 1:07 a.m. there was a case of DWI by an underage student
in the Jogues lot. The report was sent to Judicial.
On Mon., April 7, at 7:27 p.m. there was a case of possible attempted assault
in Loyola Hall. One student accused another of trying to make him ill or poison
him by replacing mouthwash with cleaning solution. Security is investigating
the case. The report will be sent to Judicial.

i^ampud
ipud C^ner
Remember that Sat., April 12, is Hunger Clean Up. It's not too late to sign
up, so call Campus Ministry for more information.
Lucy Wang will speak in the Barone Campus Center on Wed., April 16. The
event is free, open to the public, and sponsored by the Asian-American Student
Association and the Center for Multicultural Relations.
The Annual March for Parks will take place next Sat., April 19, from 1-4
p.m. at the Penfield Pavilion. The 2-mile walk raises funds to benefit the
playground at Highwood Park on Palamar Drive in Fairfield. Call 380-5330
for more information and sponsor sheets.

Classifieds
For any new classifieds and/or
advertisements contact
Christine Lograno at ext. 2533

CRUISE & LAND-TOUR EMPLOYMENT
How would you like to work in Exotic locations
(Caribbean, Hawaii, Mexico), meet fun people, AND
get paid! For information, call C.E.S.

(800) 276-5407 ext. C50842
We are a research & publishing co.

CHEERS

BOOS

to April - Happy 21st!... to Tom and
Marcel's 80s Metal Night...to girls with
no teeth at the Naut...to to sloppy hookups at the Stag...to Connecticut straight
edge death metal...to Hamden wrecking
crew...to the UCONN kod...to Carmen
Electra...to raising the roof:..to staffthey're the bomb...to sex on the beach x
16!!...to the BIG drink...to C, raise the
roof for B...to RB, MC, KC, PC, MJ, MJ,
JK, SM, BN, EP, NS, LT, AN- thanks for
a great Kentucky trip...to Jim and
Patrick... to Nick, my great copilot- thanks
for keeping me awake...to self-love in the
Gondola...to E-bird with the ski-bird...to
Goofy's fungi fest... to next year's 8
block...to dinner at Firehouse Deli...to
summer days...to getting signed in already to a science class...to people with a
staring problem... to Old El Paso...to
smiley stickers...to St. Patty's Day...to
"I'm the smart one"...to the happy
hookup...to Corona...to hot tubs and
toasted almonds...to sand in your bra...to
guys who don't wear underwear...to
"KW"...to octane 190...to the Naut in
room 263 & 269...to new "best
Friends"...to P. Pisser...to beer nuts in a
cab...to chandeliers...to sunblock 30 and
aloe...to the Kidney Bean...to our team
captain...to SB 97...to Spring Break in
Mazatlan...to 5 pesos, I'll take it dirty...to
Dona, Dona...to Fairfield in the house at
Valentino's...to winning the dirty dancing contest...to chugging for beads...to
"cheap for you, almost free"...to wanna
touch my iguana...to crazy girls in
Mazatlan...to "Estoy muy borracha!"...to
swimming in the Pacific..toBananaBoat
rides...to what goes around comes
around...to Happy Hour 10-11 p.m.! ...to
Manny and Fidel.. .to Gatorade.. .to a pizza
for 12 pesos...to LK's overall boy...to the
barette coming out fournightsinarow...to
our cousins that do everything...to 2 times
5 equals 10...to "telephone dos"...to the
hat game...to watching FU at the
Margaritaville with random Stags...to not
wanting to float...to having the one you
love find you on the beach in Negril...to
sturdy bathing suits holding you on the
boat...to 5x7 of Road Rules...to jumping
off the cliffs...to getting along again...to
watching in the mirror...to real friends,
you saved my life.. .to leaving it all behind
soon...to RJ for being eligible- you are
incredible and we will lust after you
forever...to the new bachelor in TH 62-1
want to show you what love is...to Puerto
Rican Claver 219...to that cute girl for
breaking up with her boyfriend...to the
captain...to getting all fired up...to
Eastport, ME and Father Paul...to
Cinderella and the seven dwarfs...to
Mooooosc.to spinning on ice at the eastern most points ofthe US-thanks Stan...to
"Oh my Gaud"...to kindergarten arts and
crafts...to everyone who went on NAMEI love you guys!...toQuasimodo...to stealing soda at late-nite at the RecPlex...to
sour cream and onion chips...to Luis, the
grill man...to MTV-party to go 8...to Angry Salad...to Sunday night- we can be
loud...to nuts! and Mr. Smilie...to wet
spots...to having seen 2 ofthe Mr. Fairfield
contestants naked...to banana pen...

to the words hook-up, random, and
beruit...to 3.2 beer...to losing the one you
love...to televisions in church
basements...to tips...to near death
experiences...to not being in Mexico...to
the silly girl who let him go- he is the
complete package!...to cowards...to
people who pass the buck...to people
who stab you in the back and keep twisting the knife...to finding out who your
real friends are in the worst possible
way...to public humiliation...to people
who ruin your night...to people who
think they're all that (you're not)...to
things that happen that you never thought
would...to 5 a.m. wake-up calls from the
rooster...to being upgraded...to getting
hit by a sail and spilling your drink...to
no more egg sandwiches...to pealing...to
coming home sick..to roommates going
to bed at 11 o' clock every night.. .to missing the NC guy when he's wet and
foamy...to being sober and still thinking
you're pregnant...to false alarms...to
Take-A-Break...to finding yellow
condoms on your balcony and having no
idea how they got there, but knowing you
had nothing to do with it...to your tour
package going bankrupt in the middle of
your vacation...to not knowing when
you're going home...to meeting someone for the first time while holding handcuffs and feeling like a moron trying to
explain why.. .to first impressions- they' re
always just a little bizarre...to room 666
in Mazatlan..to peeling every where...to
chi chi's en fuego...to PDA's...to Captain Steve...to being lost at sea...to the
Green nose...to almost getting lost in the
rainforest...to Jerky Boy...to smelly
people...to nosey people... to Hers who
claim they are gonna do something and
they don't... to people with a staring
problem... to people who keep looking
for someone when they are currently
involved... to guidos and their ghettobasher friends...to plumber's crack...to
getting hit in the nose with a sour patch
kid...to fake fingernails in your face...to
the heat on so high that you can't sleep.. .to
roommates who can't sleep with the window open...to people who have sex/oral
sex while roommates are in the room...to
sex in every bathroom on campus-except Dolan (that's next)...to friends who
visit, and kiss on your futon..io people
who fart on your chair...to neighbors
who don't shut up, then complain about
you...to your friend kissing you in a
drunken state...to Mr. Smilie in the
microwave...to water buffaloes...to sex
with randoms...to Domino's forgetting
your food-3 times...to Chinese food making you sick...to having seen two of the
Mr. Fairfield contestants naked...to exboyfriends who have sex with dogs...to
hairy arms...to long stories about
nothing...to "Yo, you want me to slip
something
on?"...to
multiple
personalities...to "C'mon, please, just give
him a little kiss"...to calling Security cuz
someone 'napped your green blanket...to
phone calls between 2 and 6 a.m....to
egg-drop soup...to being horny and the
only one of your friends who isn't getting
any... to the weather changing...
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Clam Jam survives; RTM rejects ordinance
I odd Chiaramida
Copy Editor
Clam Jam will endure another
year, since a proposed ordinance
directed against the event was
voted down early this week at a
special meeting of the Representative Town Meeting on
Mon., April 7. The meeting was
called as a result of a petition by
several members of the RTM
who hoped to pass the ordinance
before Clam Jam at the end of
April.
The vague wording of the ordinance was the primary reason
that the RTM rejected the ordinance by majority vote. Several

beverages, would be available
for consumption."
The permit would have to
be signed by those purchasing
the alcohol along with the
ownerofthe property on which
the party would take place. In
addition, the permit would list
the amount of alcohol purchased along with the number
of guests expected.
The chief of police would
determine the number of officers required to maintain security and order at the event. Payment for those officers would
have to be made in advance.
One Town resident said, "Basically, you're punishing the

"1 don't have a problem
with the police. In fact, I
like all you guys but I
don't want you at my
party."
members of the public, in addition to the RTM, voiced concern
about the Constitutionality of the
ordinance and the possibility of
a lawsuit against the Town if the
ordinance became a law.
The ordinance, which would
have required, "a permit obtainable through the office of the.
Chief of Police, whenever three
or more kegs of beer, or an
equivalent amount of alcoholic

town 365 days a year for one
college party. I don't have any
problem with the police. In fact,
I like all you guys but I don't
want you at my party."
Robert Golden, an attorney
hired by the Spirit Shoppe, also
saw a problem in the unspecific language of the ordinance.
Mr. Golden said, "I would like
to point out that this ordinance

does not address the criteria for
issuing a permit." The language
in the permit would have made it
possible for the police to deny a
permit without reason.
Ed Gleason, one of five
Fairfield Police Commissioners,
supported the ordinance because
he believes that there is a problem
with underage drinking in
Fairfield because the police don't
have enough laws to stop under-

There is little about Russia
and politics that cannot be learned
today. Through the news on television or in newspapers, people
can learn enough to understand
what is going on in the world.
Nevertheless, there is always
another point of view, another
opinion or another mentality.
Last Wednesday night at the
Quick Center for the Arts, Sergey
Victorovich Lavrov, the Permanent Representative of the Russian Federation to the United Nations, gave a lecture entitled
"Russia and the US: Prospects
for a New Millenium."
"I came here to tell the truth!"
Lavrov said. He wanted to clarify
the position of the Russian Federation on several issues of world
policy and on Russian-American relations, in particular.
Considering the major
changes in Russia and RussianAmerican relations in recent
years, it is important for the
younger generation, which will
live in a completely different geo-

political space, to know exactly
what is going on between two
major centers of world policy.
Lavrov's speech provided an
opportunity to learn firsthand
about the position of Russia in
relation to the US and former
Soviet Republics.
The NATO expansion issue
was of particular interest to the
audience. "This is a mistake,"
Lavrov said about the US proposal to expand NATO toward
Eastern Europe. "We will not
accept this, and our decision is
irreversible!" Russia is unwilling to allow fear or tension
between the Eastern European
countries and the West. At the
same time, Russia wants to
avoid negative consequences
of the disagreement between
itself and the US.
Lavrov clarified points of
the economic situation in Russia. The Mafia and corruption
in Russian business were the
most interesting issues for the
audience. "Not only is America
hurt by the Mafia, but Russia
also," Lavrov said. The Russian government is working on

lic urination. RTM member Mike
Roberts pointed out that there are
laws dealing with all of this issues
and that is up to the police to
enforce them if they are being
broken. "This ordinance is not the
answer to the issue," he said. The
majority of the RTM agreed with
him.

Fairfield honors champs
with parade
Alex Ordonez
Staff Writer
Last Saturday, expectant students and town residents lined the
sidewalks of Post Road. Between
St. Thomas Aquinas Church and
Reef Road, people poured into the
streets to get a closer look at the
three championship teams of the
town of Fairfield.
Those teams were the Fairfield
High School girls' basketball
team, the Fairfield Prep basketball team, and the Fairfield University men's basketball team.
The Fairfield men's team is the
MAAC champion, and all of the
people that came out to support
the parade honored the players as
true champions. The two senior
captains, Shannon Bowman and
Greg Francis, along with head
coach Paul Cormier, led the team

Russian UN representative
visits Fairfield
Maria Ioulikova
Contributing Writer

age drinking. He said, "Restaurants and liquor stores have
laws regulating their distribution of alcohol because someone has to be responsible. This
ordinance would make people
responsible for parties."
Several town members
stated that their resentment for
Fairfield University students
is due to late night public intoxication, littering, and pub-

a new legislation and tax system
to develop international business.
Freedom in the country caused
many problems.
"Russia has to adjust to a new
life; the world has to adjust to a
new Russia," Lavrov said. "We
announced the partnership, common values, freedom and democracy, but sometimes in real life
these principles clash."
During recent years, Russian
troops were sent to Chechnya,
Armenia, Georgia and Moldova
as peacekeeping forces. In the
Baltic republics, Russian people
suffer from discrimination. Russians have difficulties getting jobs,
Lithuanians and Estonians often
hate Russians or do not respect
them. Russians experience human
rights abuses in the other former
Soviet republics. "We need support from the UN. We do not get
much help from the West," Lavrov
said.
The speaker explained many
of the problems between Russia
and the US, but also said that the
two nations have achieved mutual confidence and trust over the
last few years.

in the parade, riding in a black
and white 1960's Mustang. The
rest of the team followed in the
back of a Fairfield truck.
After the parade, the teams
gathered at the gazebo on the
corner of Reef and Post Roads,
where they were surrounded
by parade followers. University President, the Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., and
Cormier were among the speakers to address the crowd.
Cormier encouraged the fans
to persevere. He said, "One example that everyone can take
from the team is to never, ever,
ever give up;" a statement that
delighted the crowd. Cormier
ended his speech, saying, "the
town told me what they
would've done if we would
have won [against North Caro-

lina]. Next year we'll win one
more."
Rob Duffy, a Fairfield University senior, said, "If s a nice change
to see the members of the Fairfield
community come out and have
something positive to say about
the University."
"Not only did the Stags bring
pride to the community, but they
taught us a great lesson about life:
don't ever quit or lose sight of your
goals," said senior Lucas
Swineford.
Mike Horan, a member of the
Stags' team said, "This is tremendous. It's good to see the town
involved. I came down here expecting it to be empty."
In addition to the notable crowd
attendance, the Town of Fairfield
declared April 5, "Championship
Day."

MONTCLAIR
•T | STATE
UNIVERSITY
1997 SUMMER SESSIONS
3-weeks
6-weeks
8-weeks
Saturdays
Plus alternate

May 27-June 12 & August 11 -28
June 30-August 7
June 16-August 7
June 14-August 16
scheduled courses throughout the summer.

More than 300 undergraduate and more than 60 graduate course sections.
Daytime and evening
Plus:
• undergraduate and graduate credit
business
institutes, studios, workshops
communications
computer science
• environmental education at the NJ School
education
of Conservation, Stokes State Forest
fine and performing arts
human services
• global education/study abroad in China;
humanities
Ecuador, Peru, Galapagos Islands; Israel;
languages
life sciences
Italy; Spain; and Turkey
mathematics
• NJ Marine Sciences Consortium courses
natural sciences
at Sandy Hook and the Nature Center of
physical sciences
social sciences
Cape May.
For complete schedule and details on how you may

REGISTER BY TELEPHONE APRIL 12-MAY 5
Call or e-mail, or U.S. mail coupon today for the '97 Summer Sessions catalog,
which will be available late March. There will be additional opportunities to register
by telephone MAY 19-AUGUST 10. Registration must be completed prior to the
beginning date of the course.
Tuition and Fees*
1997 Summer Sessions tuition and fees will be established by the
University Board of Trustees late in the spring semester. For your guidance, the
following tuition and fees were applicable for the 1996 Summer Sessions: $101
per credit undergraduate for NJ resident; $146 per credit undergraduate for nonresident of NJ; $187.50 per credit graduate for NJ resident; $233.50 per credit
graduate for non-resident of NJ.
Tuition and tees are subject to change at any time by action of the MSU Board of Trustees.
Check us out: http^/www.nnontclair.edu/Pages/SummerSessions/Summer.html
Phone: 201-655-4352
e-mail: summeresaturn.montclair.edu
Montclalr State University, Summer Sessions, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
Please forward the '97 Summer Sessions catalog (available late March):
Name
Address.
JFU)
State _
-2p_
Montclair State University Is an Equal Opportunity/Affinnative Action institution.
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Editor-in-Chief Emeritus
bids farewell
From the Editor-in-Chief
Emeritus:

photo: K. Sullivan

Cabaret
entertains all
JoAnn Gometz
News Editor
For the third year, students of
Fairfield University's Department of Modern Languages
packed the Oak Room for the
International Cabaret, a variety
show featuring traditional cultural acts.
The show, presented on
March 20, offered performances
in Spanish, French, German, Italian, Russian and Japanese. Students were members of beginning through advanced classes
in the languages, and performed
songs, dances, poetry and games
for the audience.
Organized by adjunct Professors of Spanish Angela Tauro
and Antonio Ortiz, who danced
the rumba along with students
Nancy Tabit and Maxim
Kovalyov, the cabaret also featured Professor Robert Webber
of the Department of Modern
Languages, singing tunes in
French and Italian, accompanied

Seniors:

by Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences Orin Grossman,
who in turn performed an intricate South American piece on
the piano.
A lively Russian folk dance
garnered much applause, as did
a performance of Japanese Nursery Songs, accompanied by the
traditional actions of the playground.
Professor Eileen Wilkinson's
German 221 class performed an
audience participation number
entitled "Die Schnitzelbank,"
which, while not understood by
all the audience members, did
provide a noticeable bit of levity.
The beginning and intermediate Spanish classes performed
several numbers, including the
famous "Guantanamera." In addition, Dr. Marie Panico's Career-Oriented Spanish class saluted her with a serenade, "En
Mi Viejo San Juan," which
brought tears to the eyes of several faculty members.

I can hardly believe the time
has come for me to step down
from my position as Editor-inChief. I am pleased, however, to
announce Christine Hamel,
former Managing Editor, as the
Editor-in-Chief for the upcoming year.
Christine has been a dedicated and enthusiastic member
of the staff for three years and
has proven, through her efforts,

that she will handle her new position with ease.
I would also like to thank the
other senior members of the staff:
Lauren Pandolfelli, Jen Imperia,
Christopher Deis, Brian Manning, Kevin Liddy, Shamus
Benoit, Rob Thorburn, Allison
Fountain, and Erin Codey, who
have all done a terrific job this
year.
Next year, with the experience of returning editors JoAnn
Gometz, Rick Thomson and
Kristen Sullivan, the Mirror will

be in good hands and continue
to serve the students, faculty and
administration.
In closing, I would like to
thank all of the editors from this
year, and wish all of the new
editors, (who are listed on the
masthead), good luck for next
year. I have enjoyed serving you
as Editor-in-Chief this year, and
hope that I lived up to the quality
to which you were accustomed.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Panaro

Eucharistic Ministers
commissioned
Sixteen
undergraduate students and
one graduate student
were commissioned as
Eucharistic Ministers
at a special ceremony
on Sun., March 2. The
commissioning
marked the culmination of a five-week
training program under
the direction of
Carolyn Rusiackas,
Assistant University Chaplain,
Susan Tufo '97 and Robert
Parmach '98, student co-leaders
of the Eucharistic Ministers. A
reception for family and friends
took place in the Arrupe Campus
Ministry Center following the
mass and commissioning ceremony.
The Eucharistic Ministers are:
Carolyn Rusiackas (Assistant

Chaplain), Monica Jass '98 (Grad
School), Derek Gardella '00,
Christine Smith '98, Erika
Berberich '99, and Philip
Vigliotta '99.
Also: Susan Tufo '97 (coleader), LisaMoriarty '98, James
Chesbro '00, Catherine Capuzzi
'98, Robert Carlson '98, Mary
Grillo '99, Robert Parmach '98

(co-leader), Patrick
Lamb '00, Matthew
Bizarro '00, Kevin
Natale '00, Jeremy
Nappi '00, Lisa Dangler '00, and Daniel
Whitney '99.
Eucharistic
Ministers who acted as
mentors during the
trining were: Matthew
day '00, Colette
Donegan '00, Karen
Furze '98, Tina Guntek '98, Andrea Hamwey '00, James Holland '98,DorothyLotko '97, Jennifer Mazzo '00, Christopher
Mortell '99, Monica Parchesky
'97, Daria Powers '98, Eric
Roland '97, Kimberly Soen '99,
Correy Stephenson '00, Laura
Stoll '97, Jessica Titus '98, Lisa
Urso '98.

The Senior Issue Alpha Sigma Nu to induct
of the Mirror is new members
May 1, 1997.
Please remember
that photos and
superlatives for
the Senior Issue
Fall Registration Schedule
are due in the
Mirror office or
to Box AA by
Sat., April 19.
Father Charles H. Allen, S.J.,
faculty advisor to the Fairfield
University Chapter of Alpha
Sigma Nu, announced that
twenty-four members of the Class
of 1998 were accepted into the
National Jesuit Honor Society.
Invitations to apply were sent
to all students who ranked in the
top fifteen percent of the junior
class.
The Candidates Committee,
which was comprised of current
Alpha Sigma Nu members,
evaluated the applications, judging them on the quality of the
essay and assessing the degree to
which the candidates demonstrated the qualities of leadership and service in their involvement with various campus and
community
organizations
throughout their first five semesters at the University.
The new members who will
be inducted at a formal ceremony
during Parents' Weekend in Oc-

tober are: Stephanie M. Baldino,
Didier Boucard, Jason R. Boyea,
Christopher P. Castro, Danielle
B. Curiale, Courtney B.
Denkovich, Jessica M. Dionne,
Danielle M. Gillis, Christopher
R. Grindle, Robert Harrison III,
William D. Hulseman, Dustin
Lipson, Ian S. Liu, Meghan E.
McCusker, Jennifer A. Meditz,
Scott Middlemiss, Michael A.

Nagy, Erin L. Provencher, Christopher J. Reynolds, Michael L.
Rizzo, Laura M. Taylor, Richard
M. Thomson, Natalie P. Van
Eron, and Bethany E. Walcott.
Alpha Sigma Nu, with over
30,000 members nationwide, has
chapters on the campuses of all
28 Jesuit colleges and universities in the United States.

Advisement Week/ Major and minor registration in small A&S
departments- Mon.-Fri., April 7-11
Major and minor registration for School of Business and large
A&S departments- Mon.-Fri., April 14-18

Core and Elective Registration- Noon-8 p.m., by lottery number in
Canisius 200.
Class of 1998 Mon., April 28
Class of 1999 Tues., April 29
Class of 2000 Wed., April 30
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Brokaw, from p.l
the breaking of the color barrier.
A feared hitter and star
centerfielder, he will also be honored at this year's All-Star Baseball Game. Like Jackie Robinson,
Doby suffered abuse and loneliness as he was not allowed to eat

in the same restaurants or stay in
the same hotels with the rest of
the team. He was bombarded
with racial insults by fans and
opposing players and even
snubbed by some other teammates. A teammate would not
even let him borrow a glove he
needed in order to play first base.
At the age of 22, Doby was
leading the Negro National
League in batting with a .415
average and in home runs while
playing second base for the Newark Eagles when he was brought
to the Major Leagues and con-

verted into an outfielder. He
became the first black baseball
player to hit a home run in a
World Series game, played on
six consecutive All-Star teams
and over a 13-year career at one
time or another led the Ameri-

can League in home runs, runs
batted in, runs scored, and slugging percentage and was a key
player as the Indians won two
pennants and a World Series.
Retiring as a player in 1959,
Doby became the manager of
the Chicago White Sox in 1979.
He was the second black manager in history. At 72, he works
for the Major Leagues Properties Division involved in licensing promotions for former players.
Joining Pitney Bowes Inc. in
1957, Harvey became elected

chairman, president, and chief
executive officer in 1983. At
Pitney Bowes, he worked a variety of jobs such as accountant,
treasurer, controller, vice president of finance, and in 1978 he
became group vice president for

business equipment with responsibility for the company' s United
States mailing and copying systems operations. In 1980, he
was elected to the board of directors, elected president and chief
operating office in May 1981.
Aside from Pitney Bowes, he
has been active in a number of
corporations, business and industry organizations as well as
community and human interest
groups. Born in New Haven,
Harvey is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania's
Wharton School.

Senior Week plans set,
tickets available
Senior Week tickets will be on sale Mon., April 14:2-5 p.m.; Tues., April 15:11 a.m.-2 p.m.; andThurs.,
April 17: 5-8 p.m. at the Barone Campus Center Mezzanine Fireplace.
"Going to Graceland," the Jesuit Social, will take place Tues., May 13, from 4-6 p.m. Free admission.
"Mardi Gras," the Levee Pub Night, will follow from 9 p.m.-l a.m. $9 cover.
"The Happiest Place on Earth," Senior Brunch, will be offered on Wed., May 14, at 11:30 a.m. $10
admission. "Mississippi River Boat Cruise," Senior Dinner Cruise around Manhattan, will follow, leaving
from campus at 3 p.m. $70 includes transportation and activities.
"Remember the Alamo," Senior Picnic, takes place on Thurs., May 15, from 4-8 p.m. $14 admission.
"Let the Good Times Roll," Senior Semi-Formal Dance, will be held on Fri., May 16, from 9 p.m.-l a.m.
$25 cover.
"Ring in Graduation '97," Parents' Dance, will take place Sat., May 17, from 9 p.m.-l a.m. $25 cover.
"Maui Madness,"Senior Bonfire, finishes the week on Sun., May 18, from 8 p.m.-l a.m. $8 admission.

DM

Session
1997
SfiSSkaJ: May27-June26

Ss&a&MJune30-July31

* Hundreds of undergraduate and graduate courses in business, education, history,
accelerated languages, science, women's studies, technology and more
* weekend and certificate courses
* Travel and learn courses in the U.S. and abroad
* High school students and visiting students welcome
* Continuing Education courses available

UN

Distinguishing herself as a
publisher of the one-time largest
independently owned newspaper in Connecticut, Pfreim has
brought innovations to the Post
including a state-of-the-art computer system and a conversion of
presses. Her philanthropic activities have been extensive and
varied since her retirement. She
was co-founder of the Regional
Youth Substance Abuse Project,
founder of the Post-Telegram
Sunshine Campus Fund, now the
Elizabeth M. Pfreim Fund within
the Greater Bridgeport Area
foundation. She also has been a
major supporter of colleges with
particular assistance to Fairfield
University for scholarships for
multicultural students.
In addition, Pfreim has donated the John E. Pfreim a 65foot sailboat named for her late
husband to the Bridgeport Regional Vocational Aquaculture
School in Black Rock and provided the seed money to establish what is now the L' Ambiance
Plaza Scholarship Fund.
As the first woman ringmaster of the Barnum Festival, she
sponsored its children's Wing
Ding Parade and Tom Thumb

Cheers
and Boos,
by Sunday
night, to
the
Mirror
office or
BoxAA.

Completing Your Bachelor's
Degree in May?
Earn an MBA by August 1998
Get the Competitive Edge You Need in Today's
Tight Entry-Level Job Market with an

MBA in Global Management
from Fairleigh Dickinson University.
FDU's internationally renowned Silberman College of Business
Administration presents a 21st century graduate program
emphasizing:
• Leadership and Decision-Making Skills
• Foreign Language Proficiency for Business Leaders
• International Functional Skills
• Cross-Cultural Awareness
Program Highlights
• Full-time day classes - limited enrollment
• Cohort design - students attend all classes as a
unified group
• 48 credits in 12 months
• Four 9-week semesters with week-long breaks
between semesters and a 4-week holiday break
• Guest speakers, forums, trips
• 3-week Global Business Seminar in Great Britain
• Housing available on- and off-campus
Course Highlights
• Business Japanese, German, French or Spanish
taught by the Business Language Institute of Berlitz
• Politics of the Global Economy
• Data Communications and Technological Resources
• Entrepreneurship and Corporate Ventures
• Total Quality Management
• Cultural Environment for Global Business

For a free brochure, call FDU's Office of
University Admissions at 1-800-338-8803

IVERSITY

The Catholic Unrrersity in New jersey-Founded in 1856 • 400 South Orange A»e., South Orange, NJ 07079 • http://www.shu.edu

CALL (201) 761-9363 FOR A SUMMER CATALOG
or e-mail summercat@lanmail.sbu.edu

and Lavinia Warren contest and
has provided funds to the Bridgeport Hospital Foundation to renovate the hospital's pediatric unit
in acircus theme. She also funded
a P.T. Barnum theme renovation
for an indoor playground at the
Children's Special Needs Center
of St. Vincent's Medical Center.

Fairleigh Dickinson
University

Teaneck-Hackensack, NJ
Florham-Madison, NJ
Wroxton, England
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F^ or fast relief from the nagging ache -of taxes,
we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs

0

to Washington can work even harder for you.

are tax-deferred annuities designed to help build

What else do SRAs offer? A full range of

additional assets — money that can help make the

investment choices and the financial expertise

difference between living and living well after

of TIAA-CREF—America's largest retirement

your working years are over.

organization?

Contributions to your SRAs are deducted

a
c
c

as retirement income, the money you don't send

To find out more, stop by your benefits office

from your salary on a pretax basis, so you pay

or give us a call at 1 800 842-2888. We'll show

less in taxes now. And since earnings on your

you how SRAs can lower your taxes.

SRAs are also tax deferred until you receive them

Do it today — it couldn't hurt.

<3

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.*

<3

* Based on assets under management.
>

CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete information, including charges and expenses,
call 1 800 842-2733, ext. 5509, for a current CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. Date of first use: 2/97.
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Degrees of Motion cut; cheerleading
and dance team combined
Loretta Markevics
Contributing Writer
"And now for your half-time entertainment...." Who? Degrees of Motion
will no longer be performing at any sporting events. This blow was delivered form
the Athletic department to the team at an
information meeting on Tuesday, April
1st. The new plan is to combine the
cheerleading team and the dance team to
make one squad of twelve girls who will
cheer on the sidelines, dance at time-outs
and occasionally half-time.
Degrees of Motion was founded in
1993 by two students. The team was
started by students for students with virtually no financial support or motivation
from the athletic department. This was
shrugged off by the team and they continued to do their best with what they
had. The team was constantly snubbed
out of half time shows for "other things"
and even when they did dance, their
sound equipment was laughable and their
requests for assistance left unanswered.
Now, after everything the team has been
through in its first four years, the athletic
department decides to give them the ultimate slap in the face.
This past year, the dance team had 22
dedicated members who danced at every
home game and loved every minute of it.
They helped to kick off the inaugural
football season and wowed fans at Midnight Madness. They are an integral part
of spirit at Fairfield University and should
not be shoved aside without just cause.
The dance team is willing to do anything to work with the Athletic department in this matter, but the representative at the meeting refuses to allow the
team two minutes at half time.
"He offered the team the opportunity
to dance anywhere except at sporting
events," says dance team choreographer

Kyla Feeley. "What other alternatives do
we have? The outfield at the baseball
games, the sidelines at the lacrosse games
or on the ice at the hockey games. This is
ridiculous."
"The Athletic Department's plan was
already etched in stone. The representative did not consider the opinions or alternatives offered by the dance team or the
cheerleaders at the meeting," says Kristi
Reidway, junior dance team member.
The athletic department should keep
every ounce of spirit it has ready for next
year after just finishing such an exciting
year in basketball. It seems foolish to cut
the enthusiasm right out of the spirit groups
who are at the heart of spirit at Fairfield.
Chris Cipriano, FUSA President,
agrees. "The dance team adds so much to
basketball and the spirit as a whole that is
needed at Fairfield. Students and we know
the alumni and townspeople look forward
to seeing them at the games."
The reason there were two teams to
begin with was because it takes different
talents to be a cheerleader than to be a

dancer. Current members of the team will
not try out for this new combined squad
mainly for the fact that they do not want to
cheer. This was the reason they tried out
for the dance team and cheerleading team.
John Basto, a Fairfield sophomore,
says, "All major sports teams have a dance
team at half-time, not a part time dance
team and cheerleading team. Just because
you can cheer, it doesn't necessarily mean
that you are a good dancer. I think the two
teams should stay separate."
Matt Pitucco, Vice President of Government Operations in FUSA feels the
same. "Part of the reason people go to the
games is to see the dance team. They look
professional, they practice hard and they
are good. I think the Athletic department
should review this decision a bit more
carefully. They will be losing a team that
is essential to school spirit."
The team hopes that there will be a
change in this decision. If there is not,
half-time at football and basketball games
will be void of a lot of spirit and a talented
bunch of dancers.

On-line?
You can
write to
the Mirror
on-line.
E-mail us
at either
Mirror at
the mail
prompt.
If you are
not on
Fairl,
e-mail us at
Miiror@fairl
Jfairfield.edu,

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
SUMMER SESSION '97
• Over 300 courses in
44 departments
• A wide variety of
social science courses

• Premeds: earn a year's
worth of credit in
biology, chemistry, or
physics in eight weeks
• One- to eight-week
courses available

• Smaller, more
interactive classes
• Day and evening classes

• A beautiful lakefront
campus, just minutes
from Chicago

SUMMER BETTER
THAN OTHERS

The School of
Continuing Education
at Fairfield University may have
the answer for you!
We have a full program of credit and non-credit courses
offered in a variety of formats to fit your summer schedule.

Five field studies programs
Pre-Session
May 28 - June 3

• Five study abroad programs
Overnight canoe trip on the
Wisconsin River

First Four-Week Session
June 9-July 3
Second Four-Week Session
July 7-July 31

Day hikes at Illinois and
Wisconsin state parks
• Intramural sports

FOR YOUR FREE SUMMER CATALOG
Phohei 1-800-FINDS NU or 847-491-5250
Web: http: //www.nwu.edu/summernu/
E-mail: summer@nwu.edu

SCHOOL OF
CONTINUING
EDUCATION

RlRHELD
VUN1VERS1TY

Post-Session
August 1 -August 7
Call 203-254-4220 for
information and a catalog
or visit us on the web at;
www.fairfield.edu
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From the Editor's
Desk...
Since the last issue of the Mirror, campus has been
quite active. I would like to first congratulate the
men's basketball team on an outstanding performance against the University of North Carolina. In
addition, I wish the new FUSA administration,
under the leadership of Chris Cipriano, the best of
luck.
This week's Mirror marks our transition of editors. I, personally, want to thank all of the senior
editors for an outstanding job throughout the entire
year. I would also like to welcome the new editors
and challenge them to meet the standards of this
year's staff.
With our transition, I have some ideas on how to
improve the Mirror. Student interaction is critical
for the survival of the Mirror. I wish for everyone in
the Fairfield community to work with the Mirror
staff and address any questions or concerns that he/
she may have with anything pertaining to campus.
One critical problem that has plagued the Mirror
all year is the computers in the office. Hopefully, this
problem will be rectified completely before the first
issue in September. Also, we are currently establishing a website for the Mirror. If anyone has ideas,
questions, and/or comments, please contact me at
ext. 2533.1 look forward to working with all of you.

The Fairfield Mirror
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An open statement to the
Fairfield Community
The following petition was
printed over the objections of
one of the authors and the vague
threat of legal action if The Mirror published this document at
this moment in time. I feel it is my
obligation to bring this petition
to the public because it addresses
the very nature of free speech,
education, and introduces the
spectre of anti-Semitism at this
university. Consequently, the
Finkelstein lecture is made again
an "active" issue and letters that
move the debate forward or introduce new ideas in a timely
fashion will be accepted- Chris
Deis, Commentary Editor Emeritus.
An open statement to the
Fairfield Community:
If we are one community, then
the pain and sorrow of a notable
number of our members must
touch us all. This is an essential
truth which we have had to consider, and reaffirm, on many occasions at Fairfield. And as we
are one community, we must acknowledge this truth again.
The lecture last semester by
Norman Finkelstein distressed

and saddened many in our community. Jews and non-Jews, believers and non-believers, found
many of his comments and much
of his apparent ideology insuperable. Among the most grotesque of Mr. Finkelstein's lectures points was an equation of
Nazi Germany's strategies with
those used by the Zionist
founders of the Jewish state of
Israel. Without having questioning his right to speak, many
rightly have questioned the wisdom of dignifying his divisive
and hateful cant by providing it
a Fairfield forum.
Perhaps even more concerning to us now is the prolonged
spate of letters from several individuals including some a subset of the department which
sponsored this event, in defiant
support of Mr. Finkelstein's abhorrentviews. These letters have
appeared formally, in the campus newspaper, while those of
from campus opponents of
Finkelstein's views (with one
notable and welcome exception)
have been denied a full campus
hearing in that publication.
There is a need to write today

to express our profound disappointment with our colleagues
who continue to simplistically
proclaim this controversy as one
of free speech, or of simple political disagreement. Anti-Semitism
cloaked in pieties—even in the
legitimate piety of free speech—
is still anti-Semitism. And that is
what must be said.
Further we must lament that
these members of our esteemed
faculty cannot hear (or even comprehend why many on this campus do hear), the resonance which
binds together Zionism, Israel, and
the Jewish people's experience in
the modern world.
Make no mistake. We neither
deny to Mr. Finkelstein, nor to
our colleagues, the right to proclaim their views. But in the latter
case, we cannotregret—deeply—
their desire to do so, and their
inability to understand the dimensions of this bigotry.
Fairfield in one community.
The pain and sorrow of any of our
members wounds and diminishes
us all.
Signed,
Ellen M. Umansky
Philip Eliasoph

p.<

Peer Educators speak about
AIDS awareness
To the Editor,
We are writing to respond to
Peer Education's campaign for
AIDS awareness last Wednesday. While it is extremely important, especially in an environment as sheltered and protected as ours, to promote AIDS
awareness, we find the t-shirt
campaign, slogan "It's not always good to be positive " to be
counter-productive and rather
offensive.
These t-shirts, worn by numerous apparently well-meaning students, were quite visible
in black and white, and carried
their message effectively. We
assume the slogan was intended
to be preventative, hoping to
instill some safety measure by
university students, but this is
not the message which was perceived by many students. It
carried with it a complete degradation of those in our community who are HIV+, and in
this way it is incredibly offensive. HIV+ is not a death sentence, and people living with
HIV, thanks to advances in

medicine, are able to postpone
if not deny further progression
to AIDS. To assume that HIV+
is such a death sentence is a
false, uninformed, and ignorant
judgement on the part of the
Peer Education team; this reflects rather poorly on any HIV
"awareness" that may be present
in this community and reflects
poorly on the University in general.
We have had personal contact with people living with
AIDS and HIV, and with those
who had died from related complications. To say that their
situations are "not always good"
is grossly inaccurate. Many
people living with HIV and
AIDS appreciate their lives, are
motivated to improve the quality of life for themselves and
others, and are, in fact, living
functional, and "good" lives.
The Peer Education team's slogan for their intended awareness campaign has passed terrible judgement not only on the
quality of life for those living
with HIV and AIDS but also on
the life-styles of those with and/
or in risk of infection. This
aside, what does the slogan say

to people who have contracted
the virus passively, that is, by not
putting themselves "at risk"?
None of these groups should be
singled out or lumped together
for judgement on behalf of a misguided Peer "Education" team.
With this in mind, we ask the
Peer Education network and the
University to improve their understanding of what AIDS Awareness really is and to so implement
this into the life of our community. Such polemic is not effective for real AIDS awareness and
activism. We understand that this
negative connotation was not the
intent of the Peer Education team,
but perhaps there are better ways
to bring awareness to our community.
Signed,

Michael S. Batista '98
Christopher Grindle '98
Bill Hulseman '98
Wendy Popeck '97
Tom Maloney '98
Mary-Margaret O'Donnell '98
Erin Provencher '98
Laura M. Taylor '98
Jennifer Strycharz '98
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To silence others
Christopher Deis
Commentary Editor Emeritus
An anonymously published flyer
named "The Truth" containing attacks
on the character of a FUSA presidential
candidate is circulated about Fairfield
University. Unsigned letters attacking
the character of numerous Fairfield University students with innuendo and lies
are submitted to The Mirror. An anonymous letter (which is later reissued with
signatures) is circulated at the Fainield
University Conference on Diversity in
Catholic Higher Education petitioning
for what is in essence, a referendum on
anti-Semitism among the faculty of
Fairfield University.
It is a given that free speech is the
cornerstone of this pluralistic society. It
is for this reason, that abuses of this
privilege are of such great concern and
likewise, it is especially critical that efforts by some to use their license to speak
in order to censor others be confronted
and exposed at every turn. The value of
nurturing, permitting and protecting intellectual pluralism, which is the expression and exchange of ideas which may
be dissimilar from our own, is especially
important on a college campus because
introducing new and often unfamiliar
ideas (and the debate that follows) to
students is one of the great purposes of
the university.
It is for this reason that the examples
offered in the initial paragraph are of
such concern. Each one of those actions,
in its own way, is an example of the
abuse of free speech in order to censor or
limit the expression of others through
explicit actions, such as such as stealing
a newspaper or implicit actions, such as
circulating a petition which makes one
speaker or event the litmus test for antiSemitism or hate, the sum effect being to
create an atmosphere where individuals
and therefore the public discourse are

steered away from the introduction of controversial ideas or subject matter.
Of course, there are issues which need to
be discussed and made light of in regards to
the level of controversy or ideological
uniqueness which will be welcomed and
therefore dignified by being offered a university venue. Of course, a community
comprised of individuals each with their
own conceptual framework and which is
itself either the definition of pluralism (such
as America) or is striving to become pluralistic (such as Fairfield University) must
grapple with issues surrounding the use of
funds taken from all for people to sponsor
events which may be distasteful and offensive to some. Of course, ways must be
discussed which offer groups offended by
certain subject matter a means and opportunity to engage the offending party or
parties. It is within this context, as a dialogue surrounding intellectual pluralism,
that the discussion of the lecture by Norman
Finkelstein must be evaluated.
Some would take me to task and ask
how would I, a black man, react to someone I deemed personally offensive, such as
Pat Buchanan being invited to speak at
Fairfield University? Would I be so quick
to fly to the defense of free speech if the
issue were racism and not anti-Semitism?
After some thought, I would respond that
the primary issue is not simply the individual who is invited to speak, but the
freedom of a group or organization to issue
such an invitation. Of equal importance, is
my ability to rebut this individual through
my own questions or by inviting someone
to speak who is able to respond to the
information presented by the "offending"
speaker. What if the person were not a
scholar or politician? Would I respond in
the same fashion? Again, the answer is yes,
because my fear of disallowing a platform
for the free exchange of ideas is greater
than my fear of the damage such an individual could do.
In evaluating the Finkelstein lecture, I

address the issue not as a scholar (for on
this or any other subject I admit that I am
not one) but as someone concerned that
every opportunity for rebuttal was provided and that free speech be preserved
for all parties involved. Given the events
of that evening, the Finkelstein lecture
met all of the prerequisites I have laid out
above. Interaction between audience and
speaker was permitted. Those that were in
disagreement with Finkelstein are free to
invite a scholar of their choice to speak on
their behalf. In addressing specific charges
made in the petition circulated by
Umansky and Eliasoph that The Mirror is
somehow a coconspirator in censorship
and anti-Semitism, the reality is that all
sides have been offered an opportunity to
voice their opinions in the commentary
section with the simple fact being that
there has not been much support for their
position (as evidenced by letters to the
Editor) that the Finkelstein lecture was a
platform for intellectualized anti-Semitism.
I would not be so arrogant as to profess
that I am able to understand or comprehend the resonance of anti-Semitism
which Professors Umansky and Eliasoph
hear and see in the events surrounding the
Finkelstein lecture, nor would I be so
arrogant as to attempt to convince them
that the anti-Semitism which they feel
exists on this campus does not. As a
member of a minority group, I understand
the difficulty in attempting to convince
the dominant group of the validity of
one's experience and the frustration that
one feels when that experience is rejected
as irrelevant or as a figment of one's
imagination. I would simply point out
that the charge of anti-Semitism is a strong
one to make against an individual, group,
or publication. Just as the charge of racism is often abused by political opportunists to silence debate and opposition surrounding an issue that they feel strongly
for, it is my sense, that the charge of anti-

Semitism can be abused in much the same
way. Unfortunately, the overuse or misuse
of the term for one's own purposes detracts
from its power, and the day may come
when good minded people no longer react
to charges of racism, sexism, or anti-Semitism because the strength of these words
has been sapped by the diatribes and machinations of a few shortsighted individuals.
Ironically, some proclaim that they do
not "deny to Mr. Finkelstein nor their
colleagues, the right to proclaim their
views." But, what these individuals do not
understand (or perhaps they do) is that
through their charges of hate, they are
creating an atmosphere that is not conducive to the free exchange of ideas. The
historic debates over multiculturalism and
diversity, as well as present controversies
surrounding free speech on college campuses highlight these difficulties of managing a pluralistic society in which every
effort is made to make all members feel
both valuable as persons and safe from the
degenerative effects of prejudice in any
form.
This task should not be conveniently
avoided by the simplistic labeling of ideas
foreign to our own as hate speech or by
constructing a referendum on anti-Semit^
ism couched in terms of a lecturer named
Finkelstein, when to do so overstates his
importance, and cheapens and detracts from
the powerful charge of anti-Semitism and
the struggles of Jewish people to overcome it. The more satisfying and beneficial goal in the long term, is to use episodes
such as the discourse surrounding the
Finkelstein lecture to renew debate and
discussion about racial, ethnic, religious,
sexual orientation and class identities and
their role in politics and society, both campus wide and national.

Free speech aside, Finkelstein is a poor scholar
To the Editor,
The issues raised by Professor
Finkelstein' s lecture do not, I believe have
to do with academic freedom. Any and
every member of our community should
be able to invite whomever they wish to
speak without the need to defend that
choice, and no one is required to explain
or apologize for the remarks made by the
speaker. The issue here is academic responsibility and what constitutes good
scholarship. Professor Finkelstein presented a political polemic masquerading
as scholarship, and an emotionally charged
diatribe in the guise of analysis. For the
record I am not a supporter of Zionism
and similar to Finkelstein I am deeply
suspicious of the motives of the Israeli
government.
Finkelstein indicated he would make
the case that Zionist behavior with respect
to Palestine/Israel represents a classic text
book study of colonialism He then went
on to state that colonialism has four conditions extermination, exclusion, encirclement and exploitation. In addition the
colonizing power always uses demeaning
and racist language to characterize the
natives of the land that is to be colonized.
He then proceeded to indicate that he
would prove his case that Zionism was
colonial by case study example. The next
twenty or thirty minutes of his lecture was

spent describing in some detail the invasion of Poland by the Nazis in 1939 and
the subjugation of Native Americans by
the United States in the last half of the
19th century and finally Israel and Great
Britain's relationship with the Palestinians.
Finkelstein never presented a theory or
model of colonialism even though there
has been a good deal of work on this topic.
Without a model or theory of colonialism
how could anyone listening to his talk
know if the three very dissimilar cases he
presented really represented the same colonial dynamic. To say that they all shared
the characteristic of racist talk is not very
helpful because there can be racist talk
without there being colonialism. Even to
that point his only example of Zionist
colonial racist rhetoric was the one quote
from Winston Churchill. To give Churchill
as your representative of main stream
Zionist thinking is absurd on its face.
Finkelstein did not even give us the context of the Churchill quote so the audience could not tell if it had any Zionist
reference. He presented no otherevidence
to show that Zionist activities were similar or fit the same model as his other two
case studies. He did make reference in the
latter part of his talk to Israeli expulsion,
encirclement and exploitation of Palestinians and these are important points that
are fair to raise but given the proximity of

Israel to the territories these would have
happened whether there was a colonial
intention or not. Certainly the Zionists
have not engaged in extermination and
that Finkelstein indicated this was a condition of colonialism. No explanation for
this deviation from the model was offered. In sum there was simply no theoretical or factual case made by the speaker
to either link Zionism to a model of colonialism or to the case studies he presented
unless of course you already believed his
conclusion and did not care that no evidence was presented. Finkelstein may be
an eminent scholar and his writings make
his case but I can only judge him by what
he said in his lecture and that was i believe
nothing more than a political argument.
Finally why should this matter? Why
take this speaker to task when other sloppy
speakers have not been so widely criticized? For me the answer rests in what I
believe Finkelstein did which represents
the worst of demagoguery and sloppy
scholarship. He created a psychological
space for the listener by chronicling a
number of degrading and dehumanizing
things that he claimed colonial powers do
and then he gave examples of regimes or
behaviors that history has taught us we
should condemn. Without a shred of credible datum or theoretical argument he
linked these negatives to his ostensible
topic which was the state of negotiation

for autonomy for the Palestinians. It seems
clear to me that his real topic is what he
sees are the sins of Zionism. As academics
it is our obligation to point his type of
manipulative psychological propaganda
out because none of us is immune from
susceptibility to such arguments.
I would not attempt to read Finkelstein' s
mind as to his motives for the type of
lecture he gave. There were times, however, when he seemed in his response to
questions to be very personally invested in
this issue. In response to one question he
seemed very angry at the question and
ended the question by saying the only one
who would believe that is an American
Jew. This statement was made with what
seemed to me a great deal of venom in his
voice. Further, there was never a moment
in the question period when Finkelstein
was subjected to anything close to "a torrent of abuse."
If Finkelstein's lecture was recorded I
invite all parties to listen to it and then
make up their own minds of the quality of
the remarks. If it was not then we are left
with the memory each of us who heard
him bring to the discussion. I know mine
is not perfect but I have tried to accurately
represent what Finkelstein said, and I
welcome further discussion on the matter.
Signed,
Professor Donald Greenburg
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Spring Break scam leaves students in a bind
Jennifer Imperia
Assistant Editor Campus Life Emeritus
Exhausted and frustrated, sophomore
Amy Spiliotis and six of her friends waited
patiently on cold linoleum for the pay
phone in the corner of the airport to ring.
After months of anticipation, Spiliotis
was told merely minutes before take off
that her flight had been cancelled because
the Federal Aviation Authority grounded
the charter company for violating 33
safety regulations. Eighteen hours in the
airport, several hours from home and a
long way away from the Bahamas, their
intended destination, Spiliotis repeatedly called Take a Break Student Travel,
the company she went through, only to be
told reluctantly that another flight would
be leaving in the morning. With no where
to sleep and no compensation from the
airline for food or hotel, Spiliotis, her
friends and one hundred other stranded
students slept on the terminal floor in
hopes of finding a way to go on spring
break. They finally gave up when they
were removed from the terminal for loitering. Spiliotis never made it down to
the Bahamas. She is still waiting for her
refund.
"My friends and I live hours away
from the airport, so we were forced to
spend $400 on an airport motel after
having spent the night sleeping in the
terminal. We were told that in order to
get that money back we had to go to small
claims court in Boston," Spiliotis said.
As for reimbursement for the trip itself,
Take a Break's lawyers refused to comment.
Among the one hundred students
stranded, approximately 20 of them had
been flown in from Detroit, MI after
taking a seven hour bus ride from Denver, CO. None of them had been informed of this transfer until the day before they were leaving. When the flight
from New York was cancelled, those
students were told that they had to purchase one way tickets at a cost of $600 in
order to get home. No one was offered a
hotel, a voucher for food at the terminal,
or even a phone to call home with.
According to the New York Times, at a

news conference in Washington last
month, the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) and the attorney generals for 12
states, including Connecticut and New
York, estimated the cost of travel related
fraud at more than$12billiona year. The
FTC has announced a legal and public
relations assault against companies they

tion form, there is a money back "pledge"
if any part of the trip is not delivered as
promised. However, the small print at the
bottom of the page is a disclaimer that
removes all responsibility from Take a
Break in case of personal injury, circumstances beyond the company's control and
"acts of God." Unfortunately, those cir-

"My friends and I live hours away from
the airport, so we were forced to spend
$400 on an airport motel after having
spent the night sleeping in the terminal.
We were told that in order to get that
money back we had to go to small
claims court in Boston."
accuse of cheating unsuspecting customers. Allegations include deceptive and
unfair business practices and false advertising. Under current investigation are
five organizations, one of which is located
in nearby Cambridge, MA, a company
called Your Travels and Tours which was
charged with defrauding immigrants. Take
a Break is not one of the businesses under
inspection.
Although Spiliotis never made it down
to the Bahamas, other students were fortunate enough to either find new flights on
their own or trust Take a Break to manage
substitute round trip flights. Unfortunately, upon arrival in the Bahamas, those
students who stayed with Take a Break
were told that return flights were not guaranteed.
"The whole company was just extremely unprofessional, and they didn't
communicate well with the people involved," said sophomore Katie Thomas,
another student who was unable to make
the trip.
According to the Take a Break reserva-

cumstances include the government intervention that shut down the only airline that
Take a Break relied on, leaving over 8,000
students stranded in airports across the
country and in hotels in the Bahamas,
Cancun and Jamaica. Therefore, they are
not legally responsible for providing a
refund.
Senior Robert D'Isidori, who chose not
to rely on Take a Break for a flight to the
Bahamas, said that he'd rather go on vacation and risk hotel accommodations than
to have lost $500.
Sandy Ceryak, a travel consultant from
Sherman Green Travel on Reef Road, said
that this was the first year she used Take a
Break services, and most likely the last.
"We' ve never gone through Take a Break,
but we never heard anything negative about
them before either," Ceryak said.
Founded in 1987 by a group of enterprising college students, Take a Break
Student Travel was intended to be an affordable and reliable way for financially
struggling students to enjoy a decent spring
break. However, in the situation with
Spiliotis, the organization failed to send a

representative to help the students who
were waiting, uninformed, for hours in
the airport. Furthermore, upon trying to
contact spokespeople from the company,
Spiliotis found that they were discourteous as well as unhelpful, and before long,
they installed a computer message that
prevented anyone from speaking to a
manager.
"I think that it's ridiculous the way that
they treated us and took advantage of us
just because we are students, "said senior
Kara Coville.
"I couldn't believe that people didn't
have enough integrity to tell us the truth
from the beginning. We waited for eighteen hours in that terminal, and if there
was no flight available, they shouldn't
have told us that there was," said senior
Sarah Tully.
For those students who were able to get
to the Bahamas, they found that they had
to spend even more money than they had
expected. The Take a Break Gold Card,
sold for $10, was supposed to allow students bearing the card into night clubs
free of charge, and for each night a hole
was to be punched indicating when and
where the card was used. The cards were
rarely checked and never punched, making it unnecessary for students to purchase the cards in the first place. Furthermore, there were several "cruises" offered at $30 to $40 that were not included
in the original package. Students were not
informed of these options until after arriving in the Bahamas.
"All of those package deals are a scam.
I thought we'd have problems in the Bahamas with hotel reservations, but luckily
they occurred in New York," said senior
Mike Rogers, another student who was
fortunate enough to go on vacation.
For those students who are looking
into spring break deals for next year, it is
very important to read the fine print before signing any forms. Furthermore,
spend the extra $35 on trip insurance,
because it might come in handy. Most
importantly, research the company before
you chose a package. Ceryak recommends the Student Travel Services (STS),
a company with whom she has never had
a bad experience. You can never be too
careful.

If you need a reason to join Hunger Clean Up...
Holly Galla
Staff Writer
There was nothing unusual about her.
Her dark hair hung just below her shoulders, and although she wasn't dressed
fashionably, there was a certain dignity
about her. As I watched her unzip her
daughter's coat, I was struck by the close
resemblance she had to my sixth grade
teacher. I was drawn to her, and since I
had been told to "be as friendly as possible," I decided to introduce myself.
I was at a soup kitchen in Norwalk,
participating in Hunger Clean Up, a one
day work-a-thon whose proceeds benefit
area charities. Attending Hunger Clean
Up was not something I had wanted to do,
but my friends talked me into it. After I
complained about having to wake up at 7
a.m. on Saturday, therefore making my
Friday night mild, I realized that it was
wrong of me not to go. Here I was attending a beautiful university in one of the
countries' most exclusive counties, and
yet I knew nothing of what existed just
miles away. Not only did I end up having

fun, but I felt a great sense of personal
satisfaction by helping those less fortunate than me.
The woman's name was Margaret,
and her daughter's name was Katie.
Margaret and I talked about our families and how she and her husband had
been high school sweet hearts. I later
learned that she was badly abused by
her husband. He had been arrested once
but not incarcerated. At this time, Margaret had just decided to leave him.
Taking Katie with her, she moved into
her brother's house. She visited the
soup kitchen two or three times a week.
As I was conversing with Margaret,
I was unaware of her situation. I only
saw a loving mother. Talking with
Margaret was an enlightening experience for me because I was putting a face
to the horrible injustices I had always
heard about. "Battered, abused women
who get food for their daughters at a
soup kitchen" was no longer a vague
description of a stranger on a brochure.
That term applied to a real woman, to
Margaret.
Becoming involved in Hunger Clean

Paul Audley presents the proclamation to the Co-Chairs of Hunger Clean Up and
Carolyn Rusiakas of Campus Ministry.
Up was such an important thing for me to
do. Coming from a world in which I
worried about which dress I was going to
wear to Dogwoods, I set foot in a world
where people worry about where their
next meal is coming from. I realized how
trivial some things are, and I re-evaluated
my priorities.
Senior Kate Meehan feels similar about
her own participation in Hunger Clean
Up. "I think that I get more out of doing
Hunger Clean Up than the people I help.

They won't remember the girl who helps
give out soup on a Saturday afternoon, but
I will always remember the feeling of contentment I get as I leave," Meehan said.
"You always feel so good about yourself
when you do things that make others happy."
Hunger Clean Up is this Saturday,
April 12. Take one day out of this beautiful season to enjoy the outdoors while you
make a difference. If you haven't signed
up yet, contact Carolyn Rusiakas in Campus Ministry. It's not too late.
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Reflections on a career in modeling
Anne E. Nolte
Staff Writer
Nine days after my high
school graduation I boarded a
plane for Hamburg, Germany.
While all of my friends were
partying and talking about their
soon to be college roommates, I
was flying 14,000 miles away to
continue my modeling career.
My excitement outweighed my
nervousness and I felt that this
was an opportunity I could not
pass up. Besides, this was not a
last minute decision. I had started
working for Elite Model Management in New York at the age
of fifteen.
In 1989,1 was a winner
in the international Look of the
Year contest which was held in
Paris, France. My prize was a
$50,000 two year modeling contract with Elite. I was told that I
would have to move to Europe
after I graduated from high
school. Of course, the agency
was very accepting of girls who
chose to drop out of high school
to commence work immediately.
I however had adifferent agenda.
I was a good student and I was
thoroughly enjoying high
school. I did not feel tempted to
give up school for the crazy
lifestyle I would soon lead upon
graduation. Elite respected my
decision to put my LOTY contract on hold. This meant that I
could start receiving checks
when I moved to Europe. In the
meantime, I modeled in New
York, full time in the summers
and part time during the school
year.
The Look of the Year
contest and my contract with
Elite changed my life dramatically. Having a career for five
years before college has definitely contributed to the person
that I am today. Working as a
model in New York and Europe,
I learned how to stay emotionally tough in a business that re-

volves around one's personal appearance. Rejection is prevalent
and insensitive comments can
be hard to digest.
Modeling is a type of
job where you will spend a lot of
time alone. Working and traveling on my own has made me
very independent. However, this
particular aspect of the business
was also very hard on me. Living in Hamburg and modeling
for five months at the age of
seventeen is an accomplishment
I am proud of but, after everything I have learned, I wouldn't
recommend it. I was busy with
shoots, but I missed my life as a
kid back in the States. I realize
that many people would think
that this opportunity was a dream
come true. To an extent it was a
real life fairy tale, but it didn't
come without sacrifices.
Some.of the hardest
parts about my former job are
issues that I still think about
today. Dieting became a part of
my daily routine after I stopped
growing. For about two years, I
ate a very strict diet consisting
of mostly vegetables and water.
This was awful because I had
frequent headaches and was often irritable because my body
craved more food. I learned how
to eat small meals throughout
the day to counteract this problem.
Time management is a
skill I have learned to master
after trying to fit in as many gosees (interviews) as possible in
each day. Models are known for
being late and undependable
prima donnas. So I always made
a deliberate effort to be early
and my regular clients knew they
could depend on me. Speaking
of time, I never had any of my
own. Elite owned me. I had to be
ready to show up for a job 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
I rarely committed to any social
engagements ahead of time because at the last minute I would

have to rush for the next train to
New York. My job was my life.
Theoretically, I was always on
duty. My days were glamorous,
but my nights were nonexistent.
I usually had to be up by 6 a.m.
so I went to bed at about 9:30
p.m.
After my explanation
for the downside of modeling
one might wonder why I kept it
up for five years. It was because
the positive side was very addictive. After appearing in
magazines like Seventeen, Mademoiselle, and Glamour, I was
hooked. There is an exhilarating sense of accomplishment
that most models experience
when their issues hit the news
stand. There is a cyclical nature
to the business, which is why
many models make it a lifetime
commitment and career. If you
devote your life to your job in
the manner of diet, appearance,
and constant availability, then it
becomes very difficult to step
back and assess the situation. In
my case, my decision to quit
became very clear. I was presented with options that I could
not live with. I had no interest in
moving back to Europe again
and I was tired of being told how
to look. As the industry focused
on a new look many models
turned to plastic surgery to enhance their look. I knew I
couldn't compete in this environment anymore.
This was the perfect
time to leave the business and
continue my education. Fairfield
University appealed to me because after all of my traveling I
wanted to commute to a school
near my home. I have enjoyed
my four years at Fairfield as a
college student. My life in the
fashion industry has come full
circle. As graduation approaches, I am interviewing for
positions at magazines, retail
stores, and fashion houses.

A few good reasons to recycle
Jodi DiGregorio
Campus Life Editor
Before you toss those
cans and bottles left over from
last night's party into the garbage, think twice and recycle.
Recycling is better for
the earth, as it saves natural
resources and keeps the environment healthy. Recycling is
also cheaper for manufacturers
and producers because making
a can or bottle from raw materials is significantly more expensive than making one from recycled materials. Throwing garbage away is also expensive so
if we produce less garbage, it
will cost us less money.
If concern about the

environment doesn't motivate
you to recycle, money might.
Anytime you return a bottle to a
liquor store or to a supermarket,
you'll get a nickel in return. It
might not be much, but those
nickels add up.
However, bottles are
not the only items you can recycle. Most liquor stores collect
the cardboard boxes your six
pack came in. Plastic, cans, paper and newspaper can be recycled in the Campus Center.
When you go grocery shopping,
bring old paper bags along to
pack your groceries in. Or bring
a few cloth shopping bags from
Stop 'n' Shop. They're inexpensive and hold a lot more than

plastic bags.
Residents of some residence halls have designed a floor
program, in which money raised
from recycling was donated to
Hunger Clean Up. Follow in
their footsteps. It takes less than
five seconds to throw a can in the
recycling bin. Help keep the
environment healthy. For more
information on recycling, call
the recycling department of the
Town Sanitation Department at
256-3023. And if anyone does
return their cans, please consider
donating the money to Hunger
Clean Up or other worthy causes.

Student Court
Aplications are due
Friday April 11th!!
Bring Aplications
to B-42 in the
Campus Center
by 5:00 pm.
THANK YOU!
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Meet transfer student Ryan Jennings
difficult years, he is finally happy with
his new life in Connecticut.
"I've found aterrificjobanda

John Grifferty
Staff Writer
Students at Fairfield University may notice an unfamiliar smiling
face on campus this semester. The
face belongs to junior transfer student
Ryan Jennings, who is enjoying his
first semester as a Fairfield student.
Jennings was accepted during the
Christmas break and plans to finish his
college career at Fairfield.
"I am completely satisfied
with my decision to transfer to
Fairfield," said Jennings who spent his
last two semesters at Norwalk College
just twenty minutes away. "The academics here are far superior to those at
Norwalk and the social life is much
better."
Jennings, who originally attended Providence College after his
high school graduation in 1993, decided to leave the Rhode Island campus for personal reasons. After several

great place to live,"
said Jennings who
works at Harry's
Liquor store in
downtown
Fairfield. "Between work and
school, I have really kept myself
busy so far."
Jennings
chose this university because of his
familiarity with the
school through several old friends who
are Fairfield seniors. In fact, he
now lives with two
of his high school friends in the Fairfield
Beach area. "It's a good thing that I
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have some connections to the school or I
would be forced to commute," said the
junior whose family now resides in Greenwich. "I am lucky to
have found a house at
the beach."
Jennings is
finding the academics
at Fairfield fair but
challenging. "I am
definitely forced to do
more work now that I
have transferred," said
Jennings. "But the
quality of education I
am receiving is obviously high."
Jennings really wants to make his
mark in the Fairfield
Community through
his idea to start an Ultimate Frisbee league for Fairfield's beach
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Heather Wade
Staff Writer

instructors ask them to imagine that they
are on a bicycle journey through different lands. Lenny Deaso, a spinning
instructor at the Southport Racquetball
Club, said "Last class I took the athletes
to Hawaii. I described the scenery, the
winding roads, and the wild flowers. To
the left of us there was a steep cliff
surrounded by the ocean."
Each day, Deaso leads a class
of spinners through their exercise routine. He plays music and creates visual
imagery of a road or mountain that the
class is imaginating while they are cycling.
Instructors create visual imag-

Spinning, a combination of
stationary cycling and aerobics, is the
latest craze to hit the exercise scene
since step aerobics. Spinning is an
aerobic interval workout. While an
aerobic workout drives the heart rate
up to 65 to 75 percent, an anaerobic
workout drives the heart rate up to a
maximum of about 85 to 90 percent.
Spinning classes offer participants a chance to exercise both their
minds and their bodies. While participants pedal away on their cycles, trained

Setting The Standard For Quality Temps
For Over 10 Years
Established 1984

Temporary Services
39 Stonybrook Road, Stratford

residents. "I am looking forward to getting back into athletics," said Jennings
who played lacrosse for five years. "Hopefully this league will also help me get to
know people around campus."
Jennings is also an outgoing
young man who likes to socialize when his
school work allows him to. "It's very
difficult meeting people at a new school
when everyone has already established
their group of friends," said Jennings. "At
first, people hesitated to take me in as a
friend, but things have gotten much better
once they've gotten to know me."
While Jennings' housemates will
all be graduating in May, he will stay in
Fairfield for the next year. In fact, when
the rest of Fairfield's students return home
for the summer, Jennings will stay in the
area to catch up with his academics by
taking a few summer courses. "I'm so
happy at my new school. I'm glad that I
won't graduate in May," said Jennings. "I
want every moment in Fairfield to last."

ery to make the exercises more fun and to
keep people going longer. "We create
visual imagery so people don't think
about the sweat," said Deaso. There's
usually a puddle of it around the bike that
the cyclist sweats off during the class.
Deaso explained that visual imagery is to
spinning what a flight simulator is to a
pilot. "We simulate all the things you
might do on a regular bike ride such as
sprinting, sitting on the saddle, standing,
speeding up and slowing down," he said.
Visual imagery and music are an
essential part of spinning, but perhaps
equally important to "spinners" are a water bottle and a towel, because if you're
going to spin you're going to sweat.
An hour of spinning burns an
estimated one thousand calories. On a
standard exercise bike, for the same period of time an athlete would only burn
between three hundred and four hundred
calories.
Spinning is so intense because
the athletes' feet are strapped into pedals,
so they must constantly be pedaling. The
spinning cycle has only one flywheel which
weighs 38 pounds. Due to these two
factors the athlete can't slow down or
coast like they can on a normal exercise
bike. Therefore, cyclists find themselves
working harder then they normally would.
The spinning cycle has an adjust-

n°(D)Ibn(£i
able resistance-knob. This means that a
professional cyclist and an inexperienced
cyclist can take the class together and yet
workout at their own pace. Since the
resistance can be adjusted on the bikes,
spinning attracts a diverse group of participants including the young and the old,
those in shape and those not.
Spinning has been compared to
yoga, aerobics, and weight training. This
is because it combines the effects of all
three. Faithful spinners attribute their
change in appearance, their weight loss,
and their muscle gain to spinning.
Spinning is also an excellent form
of cardiovascular workout. "Intervals of
pedaling, sprinting, climbing, and pumping drives the heart rate up and lets it
recover. This makes your heart become fit
quick, and therefore makes everything
else function better. Your heart is the pilot
light of your metabolism," Deaso said.
As people become more aware
of the advantages of spinning it will continue to grow as a form of exercise. There
are five gyms in Connecticut that offer
spinning. If spinning continues to attract
people at the rate it has been, it will not be
long until other local gyms introduce their
members to the craze.
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• Accountants/Bookkeepers
• Secretaries
• Typists
• Word Processors
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Data Entry/Key Punch
Clerical
Light Industrial
Lab Technicians
Specialized Assignments

Serving lite Givater Bridgeport Area, including the Valley

STUDENTS WELCOME

Interested in Writing?
Call the section editor at
the Mirror at x2533!
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If so, try the Coffee Tree in Westport
Bettina Hahne
Contributing Writer

Nicastro says. "I also like the peaceful,
European flair. No one bothers you here,
but people are still friendly and you
could talk to them if you wanted; besides, the service is excellent."
A weekly customer, Catherine
Huber says, "It is a different kind of

Two large bay windows with
the inviting name Coffee Tree on it
face toward Main Street in Westport.
Inside, visitors read newspapers at the
sit-down counter or take a seat at one
of the seven tables that are surrounded
by green terrace chairs. Arthur Torris,
from the Bronx, has been working at
the Coffee Tree for five months. Why
does Mr. Torris work at the Coffee
Tree? He said, "I have always liked
cafes because it is a nice place to meet
people and I love making cappuccino.
A lot of people come here before and
after work, or while they are shopping
in Westport. During the day, this cafe
is visited by older folks, old ladies
whose husbands are at work or a father
on a Sunday afternoon, who sits down
with his son for a hot chocolate."
While he is talking, he takes a
customer's order and fills a large cup
to the top with ice. He takes a scoop of
fudge, puts liquid sugar on top and
adds two shots of espresso from the
machine. He stirs the mix while he
adds some milk on it and finally pours
it over the ice. Whipped cream and the
chocolate sprinkles on top make the
iced mocha complete.
John Nicastro from Wilton,
works a minutes walk away from the
Coffee Tree and he sits down at one of
the counters. He comes here every day
to drink coffee and to read newspapers. He says he loves the coffee here
and the great selection of reading material which include The Wall Street
Journal , Newsweek , and Atlantic
Monthly. "The coffee here is better
than at Starbucks around the corner,"

the first nook, and an Italian garden in the
second nook, framed by two ancient-appearing columns, makes it a pleasant place to read
and relax. Big letters reading "Cafe-Latte,"
"Coffee Tree Blend," "Mocha Java," "Columbia" decorate the ceiling above the coffee
sales counter.

"The coffee here is better than at
Starbucks around the corner. I also like
the peaceful, European flair. No one bothers you here, but people are still friendly
and you could talk to them if you wanted;
besides, the service is excellent."
place-I like the atmosphere. Adele, my
youngest daughter, loves the cookies
and gets one every time we come here."
She points to the sales counter where
nine big cookie jars indicate a big selection. To cater to the pastry loving customers, a cake-bar to the right of the
coffee room, sells different kinds of
gateaus and muffins. The Coffee Tree is
affiliated with the bakery, Muffins &
Moore in Stamford, which delivers fresh
cake every day.
Behind the cake-bar, the wallpaper is scattered with roses that curl
around art noveau-style columns. The
sit-down counters at the left in the cafe
are inserted a few inches into the wall.
The background, a painting of Venice in

Around five o'clock, the cafe quiets
down. Only one of the round tables is still
occupied. The two young men sitting at it are
engrossed in a discussion, while the Baroque
music is playing quietly in the background.
Allison Turcon, manager of Coffee
Tree, explains that the cafe's busiest times
are between 9 and 12 in the morning and 3:30
and 6 in the evening, with quiet times in
between. She finds that this establishes a
good balance between busy and relaxing
times. Like Mr. Torris, she likes working at
the coffee house because she enjoys making
coffee and thinks that a cafe is a great place to
meet people. "We have a lot of regular customers and you really get to know them well
after a while. This is a good place to make
connections. It is never boring, the mood

changes with the customers."
The Coffee Tree in Westport,
which opened about four years ago, is
only one of the 12 stores in the area.
Three cafes are located in Greenwich,
one in Stamford, one in Darien, and six
in New York. "Coffee places are getting
more and more popular. About 20 years
ago, they started in Burlington, Vermont," says Torris. "Only recently have
they been more established in Southern
New England." In addition to various
coffee mixes and hot chocolate, the Coffee Tree also sells tea which is gaining
popularity.
The door opens again and two
girls, one of them carrying a bag from
the "GAP" in her hand, sit down at the
table and order hot chocolate. What do
they like about this place? "The round
tables have nice flowery table clothes
and the hot chocolate is very good,"
says 13 year old Rebecca Kane of
Westport. "We come here whenever we
go shopping downtown. Her friend
Elizabeth Brady adds: "We like it because it is not that crowded and the
classical music is so peaceful."
At the next table, Anastasio
Pagnoni, a native Italian speaks in
German to American, Anatol Holt.
"German is the language we both know
the best," explains Pagnoni. They discuss the extraordinary flair of Westport,
as Holt sips his house-blend coffee. He
says, "Now we are only on a trip and are
on our way to New York coming from
New Haven. We remembered the Coffee Tree and thought we'd just stop by,
getting a rest from 1-95." Holt added the
shared sentiment of most Coffee Tree
patrons: "This place just makes you.
feel comfortable."

SENIORS WANTED!
Nominations for the
1997 Class Representative to serve on the
Alumni Association Board of Directors are being accepted.

THE MONTANA REP
presents the acclaimed drama

To

KILL A MOCKINGBIRD
FRI., APR.

25, 8

PM

YOUNG AUDIENCE SERIES
VELVETEEN RABBIT
SUN., APR.

27, 1 & 3

50%
Discount
at all times
for
Fairfield
students
and staff

PM

0 What You'll Have To Do
Be willing to serve a 3 year term, attend 5 board meetings
each year and participate actively
in various committees.

^^
CHAMBER MUSIC SOCIETY
OF LINCOLN CENTER, WITH
PlNCHAS ZlTKERMAN, VIOLINIST

SAT., MAY

3, 8

PM

URBAN BUSH WOMEN
DANCE THEATRE IN THE AFR/CAN-AMER/CAN TRADITION

SAT., MAY

10, 8

PM

hOUICK CENTER
^JCAT FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY

IBOX OFFICE:

203-254-4010 ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

© We Want You
If you are enthusiastic, motivated, committed to
the spirit of Fairfield University, involved in an
extracurricular leadership capacity and want to stay active
with Fairfield University after you graduate!

Day of
show
RUSH
tickets
only
S5
forFU
Students
&
Staff
(10 am5 pm)

S? Questions
Please call 254-4280.
f To Nominate
Nominate yourself or a friend by filling out a nomination
form in Alumni House, FUSA Office or
Campus Center Information Booth.
(3D Nominations deadline, May 6,1997!
^^™
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hits as "American Music," "Out the Window," and everyone's personal favorite,
"Girl Troubles." They are a traditional
party band, but I learned that they used to
be a Christian-influenced rock band, as
evidenced by some of their lyrics, which
are now more silly than they are themebased. It takes a certain amount of silliness
to sing a song about flamingos!
I also heard the album New Times, but
as the list of songs had been lost, I cannot
comment on it, except that it continued to
endorse the overall feeling of the group's
sound - "pop-y"; pure pop, plain and simple.
Next on our itinerary was to come back
to FU to get the rest of our equipment for
the show. We stopped by the Levee for
some more food (don't ask why), as well as
to say hello to our fellow music makers
Angry Salad, who were playing there that
night. In addition to swapping latest stories and receiving advice for our show, we
got more information about the Femmes,
whom Salad has toured with. And the
verdict? Go with all speed to see the

Brian Kelly
Staff-Writer
It has been a while since the last
issue of the Mirror, and in that time, I
have seen a lot of music. Perhaps the
best way to describe all of these new
sounds would be to describe a major
weekend I had. So let the list begin.
It all started when Psychic Water
went to play at the SHU "Battle of the
Bands" two weeks ago. We went to
dinner before the show, and as we drove
around afterwards, someone put in a
tape of the band "Violent Femmes." I
admit to not having really paid much
attention to this band in the past, though
in places like New Haven you can hear it
on someone's stereo anywhere. First we
listened to the album Why Do Birds
Sing ? Released in 1991, it really gives a
good taste of the band - chunky, driving,
often acoustic, with sly, rough vocals
and an altogether jagged sound produced
from three musicians. It contains such

Femmes play. They really put on a
performance, and include the crowd in
the show.
So we finally checked back in to SHU.
We happened to see play the band that
would end up winning first prize out of
eight. Their name is 23 Band, an outfit
from New York City/Long Island. While
the name may not be all that interesting,
the music certainly was. Many of us
playing that night brought our banners
and backdrops. Theirs certainly should
convey the music - a multicolored tyedye. They were playing a lot of their own
songs, some of which sounded like the
Dead and the Freddy Jones Band. And,
like the Dead, they jam their folk/pop
songs using a lot of high-tech racks of
equipment. Check out their website,
which is rumored to come on line soon.
(Address to be announced.)
The one other band I would like to
share is called Absolutely Jonathan, from
Bridgeport. We did not see them play,
unfortunately, so I cannot tell you what

kind of music they play. They won third
place, and used to play around with some
high school friends of mine,
BloodRedOrange, a hard rock/melodic
metal band, also from Bridgeport. We
got to talking with them for a while, and
I regretted not having seen them play. It
goes to show that nice guys can win.
Bare Naked Ladies will be playing at
SHU on April 25th. The Doors should
open at 7:30-8:00, and there is an opening
act. Ticket prices have not been announced yet, but they should be around
$10 and $20 (students and non-students,
respectivly). For more information, call
the SHU Student Activities Office.
Also at SHU, check out Angry Salad
Wednesday night. For SHU concert information, call Student Activities at 371 7969.
Additionally, Soul Asylum will be
playing Toad's Place on Monday, April
14. What makes this important is that the
last time they were there, they filmed a
video...called "Misery"...

Spring flicks not to be missed
Caroline Allen
Staff Writer

Carrey's latest court case is based on a
blatant lie. While the premise may seem a
bit sophomoric, Carrey uses his usual charm
to make the comedy work and to make the
audience really start to feel sorry for him.
"Liar, Liar" delivers the laughs if nothing
else and I predict most Jim Carrey fans will
not be disappointed. B
He calls himself the "King of All
Media". Yet another comedy doing well in
theaters is Howard Stern's "Private Parts".
Based on his 1993 best-selling biography,
Stern plays himself in this story of a high
school outcast who dreams of making it to
the top in radio, and succeeds. The movie
recounts Stern's younger years, his first
few jobs in radio, how he met (and managed to be faithful to) his wife, and his

While the Mirror has been on
break, Hollywood has been hard at work
promoting their Spring lineup of blockbuster hits. Among the comedies this
season comes the latest one from Jim
Carrey, entitled "Liar, Liar." Unlike "The
Cable Guy," Carrey plays a heart-warming character who is just too busy being
a lawyer and making excuses to spend
time with his son, played by Justin Cooper. Fate puts a stop to all of this when
his son's birthday wish comes true and
Carrey must tell the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth for 24
hours. This is not easy especially when

FARE IS FOWL by Bob Lubbers
Edited by Stanley Newman

Newsday Crossword
ACROSS
1 Within
5 Stitched line
9 Islamic center
14 Lucid
15 Sailors' saint
16 A Musketeer
17 Nagged
19 Have an
opinion
20 Certain paints
22 Top cards
23 Legal adverb
26 Leg part
28 More than
some
29 Talk-sing
32 Estimate
35 Blackthorn
fruits
37 Requires
39 "Irs _ for Me
to Say"
40 Wimp
41 _Aviv
42 Michael Caine
role
44 Play part
45 Pours
47 Plow maker
48 _ with
(encounter)
50 Droop
52
-do-well
53 Uses a lasso
55 Awaits
57 Singer
James
59 Gold-watch
recipient

62
64
68
69

Lasso
Lamp type
Sign of the Ram
Cartoonist
Peter
in (collapse)
Monica of
tennis '
Mortgage, for
example
Ireland

70
71_
72
73

DOWN
1 Bat wood
2 Ginnie
3 Rural hotel
4 Uses up
5 Area
6 Actress
Sommer
7NYSE
competitor
t

34 Takes the
wheel
36 Waffle topper
38 Bom Free
lioness
43 Mercy
46 Copycat
49 Exactly
51 She played
Mrs. Miniver
54 Love Story
author
56 Honey maker
57 Time periods
58 Whitewall, e.g.
60 Matador's foe
61 New York
campus
63 Wild equine
85 Jug handle
68 106, to Caesar
67 Author Kesey

8 Fashions
9 Gym pad
10 Allen and
Frome
11 Paltry amount
12 Ice-cream
holder
13 Inquires
18 Consume
21 Roe source
23 Painter
Childe_
24
Islands
(former name
of Tuvalu)
25 Speedboat's
wake
27 Syrian
president
30 Against
31 Hammer parts
33 Evening party
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character development of Simon. He. goes
around under the alias of several different
Catholic Saints, never really knowing
who he is himself. Elisabeth Shue is striking as Dr. Russell, the scientist who can
solve the oil problem with her formula
for cold fusion. She gets involved with
Simon and his escapades, all the while
falling in love with him and helping him
discover who the man under all the
makeup is. While Val Kilmer is a tough
act to follow, Shue is the surprising one
that makes this movie work. AFinally, with the Oscars over
with, some of the films that earned nominations or won Oscars are being re-released into theaters and one that should
not be missed is the 1997 Best Picture
winner, "The English Patient." The academy made no mistake in noticing this
masterpiece of a film. Ralph Fiennes and
Kristin Scott Thomas are breath-taking
as two lovers caught in a WWII plot. The
movie is not just a romantic tale though;
it is deep and moving and touches on all
the tragedies of love and war. A

Red Cross presents "An
Evening of Harmony"
Kristen Sullivan
A & E Editor

IT"
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numerous battles with the FCC and NBC
radio over what he can and cannot say on
the air. If Stern set out to make a few
more fans through this movie, then he
achieved his goal. The movie gives you a
look inside the person who is one of the
most popular and controversial radio
broadcasters of all time. Whether you are
an avid Stern listener or just curious to
see what he is all about, "Private Parts" is
worth checking out. B+
On a more serious note, Val
Kilmer's "The Saint" opened in theaters
this past weekend. Though the movie has
the same title as the Leslie Charteris spy
novels and the television series from the
1960's starring Roger Moore, the director says this Saint is in a league of his
own. The plot is based on an oil shortage
in the near future and a Russian mob boss
who plans to use it to his advantage.
Kilmer plays Simon Templar, a master
of disguises, hired to steal a microchip in
order to save the people of Moscow from
freezing to death. Better than all of his
makeup and electronic gadgets is the

"An Evening of Harmony," a
musical program to celebrate diversity,
volunteerism and community service is
being presented by the American Red
Cross of Southeastern Fairfield County
on April 13, 1997.
Starting at 5 p.m. in the Quick
Center, a variety of music will be showcased from area vocal groups including
the Fairfield University Glee Club, directed by Carole Ann Maxwell; Fairfield
County Children's Choir led by Jon
Noyes; the Harding High School Gospel
Choir, directed by Tania Kelley; the
Masuk High School Chamber Choir directed by Robyn Gangi; Voices of
Turner's Faith Temple led by Beatrice
Summerville; the Bridgeport Boy's

Choir, directed by Terri Williams; and
features Prince of Peace Assembly of
God Church soloist, Ruth Majias.
In a statement, American Red Cross of
Southeastern Fairfield County Executive
Director Ralph Money, said, "The musical evening, is a celebration of community service, of volunteers, and of diversity—all, in many ways, true symbols
and values of our local community, our
Red Cross, and of Fairfield University.
"The Red Cross is grateful for
the strong community support of this
event. Clearly, our neighbors value strong
Red Cross programs and services in our
community and embrace the themes of
helping families, inclusiveness, and results," Money said.
To get tickets for "An Evening
of Harmony," contact the Quick Center
Box Office at ext. 4010.
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Fairfield Faces:
elve
David Marceau
Co-Assistant A&E Editor
At last year's Clam Jam, the largest annual party at Fairfield University,
Chris Klein was mad. He was really mad.
That's why he tossed his guitar on the
small stage. That's why he knocked the
amplifier onto its face. And that's why the
band, Twelveteen, an up and coming group
of four talented musicians, began.
"I was yelling at everyone," Klein
says in a recent interview in his room in
Regis Hall. "Everybody was playing everything wrong." The twenty-one year old
picks up his guitar off his messy dorm
room floor and begins to play a few chords.
He adds, "I guess I was pretty mad. Don
Eschenhauer, a Fairfield sophomore and
current member of Twelveteen, was then
just a drummer without a band, and when
he saw the things I did on stage, he decided
that he wanted to play with me. After that
we got together and played a little bit and
started a band of our own. That is how this
all started."
Klein, the lead singer and lead
guitarist of Twelveteen is dressed in black
from head to toe. Short black hair, combed
higher in the front; long sleeved black
shirt, black jeans and of course, black
sneakers. The only thing not black, is the
white cigarette perched above Chris' right
ear. His skinny frame is hard to see behind
the seemingly enormous SG Gibson guitar. He sits Indian style very quietly, with
a slight smile on his face, focusing his
attention on the guitar that he is now
tuning. Around the room, small mountains of cigarette butts rest in assorted ash
trays. Two Fugazi (Chris' favorite band)
posters, both seven years old, drape the
walls. The room is very dark, crammed
with an old record player, a modern stereo,
some textbooks and CDs. Also there are a
couple of random Corona bottles. "Sorry,
this room is kind of like a fallout shelter
right now," Klein says, shaking his head
without looking up.
When he's not attending Fairfield
University, Klein lives in Rockville Center, New York. He comes from an uppermiddle class family, with both parents and
a younger brother and sister. For the most
part, Chris' parents support his interest in

MARIE SOMAL, M.S.W. C.S.W.
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Psychological Services

& Consultation
For Teenagers and Adults
REASONABLE RATES
Special fzing m:—
Depression/Stress
Marital Therapy
Women's Issues
Hypnosis for:
Weight Reduction
Smoking Cessation
Pain Control.
Panic Attacks

(203) 454-4672
(203) 227-8854 Fax

Office: 87 N. Compo Rd. (RT 136 North)
Westport, CT 06880
Mailing: P.O. Box 2210, Westport, CT 06880

becoming a musician. Although Chris
was not allowed to have band practices
at his own house, his father helped him
buy
his
first
guitar. The second one as well, was a
gift from his father. One day, Mr. Klein
told his son that he actually enjoyed
one of Twelveteen's songs. Chris was
very surprised, because he didn't exactly think that their loud music was at
all his father's style.
"I guess you can call it Swagger," Chris says when asked to define
that certain style of Twelveteen. "It
really has nothing to do with anything."
He explains that all four members of
the band listen to groups, as varied as
U2, Prince, and Jawbreaker. This unique
mix of rock and punk music has been
played at many Long Island parties and
several Fairfield gatherings as well.
Although Klein isn't worried about his
group's level of popularity, he does
keep in mind that no matter where he
plays, he does want to impress others.
He looks vacantly around the room and
says that what they play is plain and
simple. It's basically "whatever is coming out of them."
Though Chris seems pretty
laid back about the direction of the
group, and easygoing about discussing
their future, there is something more to
this. "We've been together for more
than one year. It has been a lot of work,
but the more work you put into it, the
more fun it becomes. It's like the harder
you work, the more you get paid for it.
Except with this, you don't really get
paid." He feels that the personal reward
ofjust writing music is payment enough.
He grins and lights up a cigarette, still leaving the other one above
his ear. He explains that Twelveteen
was supposed to play with the Beastie
Boys at Pratt College next month, but
his friend, who would have arranged
the concert no longer attended tat school.
Twelveteen then decided that they
would practice on Long Island for two
months, release a CD single, and book
as many shows as possible at different
locations in Long Island during the
August. He likes to keep the venues
small, because he detests outdoor shows
and large places. The small venue, according to Chris, is much more "intimate."
Klein begins playing the lead
guitar part for "Ellen James Tongue,"
one of his favorite Twelveteen songs.
The song appropriately has no words,
because it is about a woman named
Ellen James, who has her tongue cut

out by the man who raped her, so she
would be quiet. She is a character from
the novel The World According to Garp
by John Irving. "It's hard for you to hear
how this song really is," Klein says.
"There are four parts (two different guitars, one bass, and drums) and they are all
on top of each other." Because he has no
band accompanying him, Klein plays each
part separately to show how each part
sounds alone. He then lets the guitar rest
on his lap as he offers a couple stories
about Twelveteen.
"Well, first of all, the name
Twelveteen came from my friend Matt,
at home." He went on to explain that the
word twelveteen was a madeup number
used to make fun of a post calculus class
that Matt was forced to take. "You know
Matt would say that he'd get forty-eight
six or twelveteen for answers to math
problems. The word twelveteen just
stayed in my head because it was so
funny."
Chris tells another yarn about
how life inspires his song writing. The
song that he wrote "Defribulator" was a
for a girl...sort of. He had broken up with
his girlfriend, and ended up going out
with her best friend. While saying this, he
looked solemnly at the ground for a second. He decided to write her an apology.
It was a brutally honest apology, but it
made a great song. One verse begins:
"When you said you' d repaired your heart,
I didn't think it would fall apart." Everyone that heard the song liked it a lot.
Klein waited for the chance to play it for
his ex-girlfriend, just to see what she'd
think. He got the reaction wanted all
right. One summer night, after a party, he
and his ex listened to the song in his car.
When it was over, she was crying, and
she said "I hate you, I hate you...I love
you." She was very upset, and Chris had
no intention of ever going back out with
her. Just the reaction to his song was what
he was looking for. He was more than
satisfied. "I don't mean to sound like a
complete jerk about this, but it's an amazing feeling when something you write
causes someone else to react that way."
Through Twelveteen, Klein
hopes to reach many people with his
music. He continues to clutch his guitar,
then grows quiet. As a joke, he begins
"Free Fallin," a Tom Petty song that is
hardly the type of ballad that his band
would ever play. It is plain to see though,
that behind the jokes and the sly smiles,
the leader of this band is very serious
about his music, and about the fact that
someday, Twelveteen is a band that could
be a success.
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Humidifier,
a former
Fairfield
band,
cracks pop
charts

Tim Welsh
Co-Commentary Editor
Some graduates of Fairfield University have made a break into CMJ top
200 with their latest record. Humidifier's
newest album Nothing Changes on Link
Records has been charting in the top 20 on
the College Music Journal's top 200 album
airplay list for about a month. The listing
reflects the relative popularity of an album
based on the number of plays it is getting as
reported by the music directors of both
college and commercial radio stations
across the country. Having graduated from
Fairfield in the early 1990's, the band has
worked on their musical career in and
around the New York City area and are
receiving critical acclaim for their latest
work.
Featuring members of the bands
Superchunk and Spent, the members of
Humidifier returned to their original
Fairfield University line-up to record an
album for Link Records, which is run by
another recent Fairfield grad, and WVOF
member, Rob Stevenson. The sound is not
much like many of the campus bands that
readers might be used to, but it certainly
does not appeal to the mainstream of music
fans. At times it is hard to believe that a
band that doesn't do covers is from our
school.
The three member and has a very
stripped down guitar, bass, drum combination that includes the somewhat moody
vocals of lead singer John King. The 14
song record is filled with what, for lack of
a better term, could be called inde-rock that
uses equal parts pop and dissonance. Using
a basic rock platform as a base for the
sound, Humidifier also explores more interesting sound combinations and cords.
Having achieved college and commercial alternative radio success, the band
has recently been playing shows in Boston
and New York and will hopefully make an
appearance here on campus. Anyone interested in finding Humidifier's record should
get in touch with Link Records at 121 West
27th Street, New York, NY 10001. Or
better yet, listen to WVOF 88.5 FM for this
and other new music.

Ad
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per month for 24 months'
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For College Graduates*
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Down Payment (Net of RCL Cash)
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First Month's Payment
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$
$
$
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200.00
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THAT'S WHY YOU DRIVE A FORD
SEE YOUR TRI-STATE QUALITY FORD DEALER
lease end at price negotiated with dealer at signing. Lessee
*1997 Escort LX with PEP 317A, with manual transmission, total
responsible for excess wear/tear and
vehicle and options $13,310 minus option
mileage over 24,000 at $.15/mile.
package savings of $335 (based on
Credit approval/insurability determined by
MSRP of options purchased separately),
Ford Credit. Offer available only in the New
MSRP $12,975, excluding title, taxes and
York Region. For special lease terms and
license fee. Lease payment based on
$500 RCL cash take new retail delivery
average capitalized cost of 97.59% of
http: //www. ford. com / from
dealer stock by 4/2/97. Payments
MSRP for 24 month closed-end Ford
total $4772.88. "College graduate purchase program available.
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Baseball team turns it around
after slow start

Brian Manning
Assistant Sports Editor Emeritus

After getting off to a very slow
start, the Fairfield University baseball
team started to turn things around this
past weekend as they swept away St.
Peter's College in three home games.
The wins move the Stags into second
place in the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference, one game behind Manhattan.
"We can definitely turn things
around," assistant coach Drew Brown
said. "There are plenty of games left, and
we made some serious strides this weekend. We are really hitting the ball well,
and getting great defense and pitching."
With an overall record of 8-15,
and a 4-2 record in the MAAC, the Stags
still have a very strong chance at making
a playoff run. Fairfield will face league
rival Iona five times this week, providing
the team with an excellent chance to
make the jump to first place. Although
Fairfield lost to the Gaels 7-2 earlier this
year, things should be different this time
around.
"We played Iona right after our
spring trip when we were not playing that
well," senior Chris Rhode said. "Our
bats are starting to come alive, and we are
getting solid pitching. We feel that we
are in a good position to win this series."
Leading the Stags in hitting this

Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
Pete Fox
Staff Writer

Jon Wilson leads off second base
season is junior, third baseman, Mike
Schwartz with a .354 average, one home
run, and 14 runs batted in. Not too far
behind is senior, Jon Wilson, who is batting .341 with two home runs and 22
RBFs. Wilson has been playing exceptionally well of late, as he batted .526, and
had 9 RBFs last week. Senior, Adam
Samuelian has been solid as well, starting
all 23 games for the Stags while hitting
.313, and collecting two home runs, and
seven RBFs.
The Stags pitching staff has
started to come alive as well. Junior,

Sports Info.
Bobby Wenzel (4-1, 4.50 E.R.A., 21
strikeouts), senior, Rob Elinskas (2-1,
3.23 E.R.A., 24 strikeouts), and junior,
Jared DeCore (1-4, 6.09 E.R.A., 11
strikeouts), all recorded complete game
wins last weekend versus St. Peter's.
The Stags took on intrastate
rival Central Connecticut State on Tuesday, and began their five game series at
home with Iona yesterday. They will
play the Gaels twice more at home on
Saturday, and then twice more on the
road Sunday.

Men's lacrosse remains undefeated in
MAAC
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
After a little over a month of
competition, the Fairfield University
men's lacrosse team has raced off to a 63 record, including a perfect 5-0 in Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference competition. The defending MAAC champion
Stags, fueled by a high-powered offense
that averages just under 13 goals per
game, join Mount St. Mary's and Providence College as the only undefeated
teams in the conference, and are in a great
position to take home the MAAC title
once again with just three weeks remaining in the season.
"The season is really starting to
heat up," second year head coach and last
season's MAAC Coach of the Year, Ted
Spencer, said after the Stags swept conference foes Canisius and Niagara this
past weekend. "We've dominated
MAAC teams over the past two years,
and we're excited to be contending for
the MAAC title once again."
The Stags have taken the MAAC
by storm after entering the conference
for lacrosse competition last season.
Fairfield won all seven of their league
games last season, and are well on their
way to repeating last year's brilliance
once again in 1997.
Fairfield has been led by junior
Matt Callaghan, last year's Co-MAAC
Player of the Year, and a pre-season AilAmerican selection for 1997, and sophomore, J.T. Groarke, the MAAC Rookie
of the Year one season ago, each of
whom have tallied 44 points. The Stags
have also gotten some great efforts out of
freshman standouts Spencer Steele and

Golf teams
look sharp in
spring
competition

Matt Callaghan scores one of his eight goals
this past weekend
Sports Info.
Jim Reichert on the offensive end.
Seniors Tom Saudners, Kevin
Kenny, and Sam Peterson have done a
tremendous j ob keeping the team focused
with their leadership and fine play.
Saunders, dubbed "The Silent Giant" by
Spencer, was a first-team all-MAAC selection last year and recently racked up
six goals and five assists in a 16-12 win
over St. Joseph's. Kenny leads the team
by example with his maturity on the field,
and Peterson, who joins Callaghan as a
pre-season Ail-American selection, has
done a stellar job in goal and is well on his
way to finishing in the top ten in the
nation in save percentage for the second
season in a row.
"We have some great senior
leaders," Spencer said. "These guys always come through when we need it
most."

The Stags have some big conference and non-conference games coming up over the next three weeks. In the
next ten days, Fairfield will face Providence and Mount St. Mary's who join
the Stags as the favorites to take home
the MAAC crown. Fairfield will also
square off with the University of Hartford this Saturday in a very important
non-league game that could help the
Stags crack into the national rankings.
"We really need to take it to
another level at this point," Spencer
said. "We've had an agressive schedule
right off the bat to prepare us for some
good teams. Hartford is one of the top
15 teams in the nation and they' re also a
big rival."
Fairfield will also face New
England powerhouses Brown and Boston College in a couple of weeks, as the
Stags look to stake their claim as the best
team in New England. Earlier this season, Fairfield scored an impressive 14-9
victory over the squad from the University of New Hampshire, and strong showings against Hartford, Providence,
Brown, and Boston College could make
the Stags the front-runner in the region.
"Typically, the top team from
New England goes to the NCAA tournament each year," coach Spencer said.
"We're really looking to turn the corner
this year. Right now, our focus is on
repeating as MAAC champions, but our
goals are to crack the top 20 in the nation
and become the best team in New England."

Both the Fairfield University
men's and women's golf teams opened up
their spring seasons over the past few weeks.
The men's team began their spring
season with a pair of solid showings in
Bermuda over spring break and a convincing victory over Sacred Heart University
this past Monday.
In Bermuda, the Stags, the tenth
ranked team in the region, lost a wellplayed match to eight ranked Boston College by just five strokes. Fairfield also went
up against the Bermuda Men's Select team,
but came up on the short end of a 291-270
decision. Forthe Stags, senior captain Tom
Furey was the low-man as he fired a 66 on
the par 62 course. Fellow senior Phil
Boehme was next best with a 74, while
junior Dave Marcinowski and freshman
Craig Anzlovar shot 75 and 76 respectively.
"The practice we got in Bermuda
should definitely help us for the rest of the
spring season," head coach Dan McCabe
said. "We got six or seven rounds of
practice that we haven't had in the past."
The Stags went right back to work
after spring break with a convincing, 27
stroke win over Sacred Heart. Sophomore
Kris Brown's 77 and Junior Scott Hepner' s
81 were the low rounds for the Stags, while
Furey and Boehme shot 82 and 83 respectively. Mike Pike, who was last year's
school Athlete of the Year for his exploits
on the baseball field, rounded out the scoring for the Stags with an 86.
This weekend, the Stags will travel
to New Haven for the Yale Invitational.
The tournament will feature 15 to 20 of the
best teams in the Northeast, including top
ranked Yale University. Despite the tough
competition, coach McCabe is confident
that his Stags will make a strong showing in
this prestigious, one-day event.
"The Yale Invitational is a very
competitive tournament," McCabe said.
"But we have had a lot of practice and
played well this spring, so we're looking to
score well this weekend."
Meanwhile, the women's golf
team, competing in their inaugural season,
attended their first invitational tournament
this past weekend. The two-day Lady Eagle
Invitational Tournament was hosted by
Boston
College
in
Osterville,
Massachusettes.
The Stags were blessed with some
good weather on Saturday after a practice
round on Friday was cancelled due to snow.
Fairfield came up short against some tough
competition, teeing up against schools such
as Harvard, Princeton, Brown, and
Dartmouth.
"Being our first collegiate tournament, the experience was more valuable
than the results would show," Junior Valerie
DeMartino said.
DeMartino led the Stags with a 36
hole total of 205, and chasing right behind
were Freshmen Heather Duebel, who shot
218, and junior Megan Hickey, who shot
254.
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Softball team continues to make strides
Bradley Tarr
Assistant Sports Editor
When the 1997 softball season began
here at Fairfield, head coach Pat Conlan
had high expectations. And it is safe to
say that having played half of the season
at the time this article was written, and
maintaining a record above .500 (14-12
overall, 3-3 MAAC), she is far from disappointed.
Try this on for size. Through their first
26 games last season, the Stags were possessors of a dismal 10-16 record overall,
so obviously 14-12 is quite an impressive
turnaround. Perhaps what makes the improvement all the more special is the fact
that it came at a time when nearly onethird of the Stags' roster is made up of
freshmen who had no college softball
experience, let alone in division one, prior
to this year.
Conlan is quick to praise the efforts of
the Stags in just about every aspect of
their play to this point in the season. Not
only does Conlan believe that the Stags
have been excellent at times, both at the
plate and in the field, but she goes so far as
to state that it has been the pitching, in
fact, that has kept them in games.
"Rachel Aponte and April Andruczyk
are doing a great job pitching for us this
year," said Conlan, who would know.
After all, she was one of the best pitchers
in the country in her playing days not long
ago at the University of Connecticut.
Despite all of their success however,
there has been one element that has evaded
the Stags all year: consistency. It is their
inconsistent play at times in the field and
at the plate that has plagued Fairfield.
"We sometimes tend to play to the level
of our opponents," said Conlan.
This can be a good thing if you're playing a high caliber team, but it can hurt you
if the opponent plays simply mediocre
softball and this picture was painted so
vividly with the events that transpired last
weekend. The Stags opened up the two
day homestand with a doubleheader versus conference power Canisius, possessors of many a MAAC title, on Saturday,
and finished with a doubleheader versus
Niagara on Sunday.
When the teams took the field on Saturday, Fairfield was fired up, and by the end
of the day, the Stags had sent a very clear
message to the rest of the conference.
They swept the doubleheader in grand
style, shutting down the Golden Griffins
in both games. The final scores were 1-0
and 7-0, behind strong pitching performances by Andruczyk and Aponte, respectively. The Stags compiled 18 hits on
the day while committing only two errors.
Sunday was a completely different story
however. The Stags got swept in the
doubleheader by. a very inconsistent
Niagara squad. The inconsistency showed
when the Stags were only able to muster
five hits and garnered six errors.
Conlan is confident that the team will be
a little more consistent over the second
half of the season, and the coach has also
stated that she intends to give the younger
girls a little more playing time. Conlan is
also confident that the team's chances of
making the MAAC tournament are still
very much alive.
Conlan would like to win the rest of the
MAAC games simply because she believes that "by winning, we can control
our own destiny in terms of how far we'll
go. We don't want to be forced into
relying on other teams to win and/or lose

for us to have a shot at making the tournament."
Don't be fooled however. The Stags'
entire schedule is harder than you might
think. Only about twelve conference
games, not including the tournament,
make up Fairfield's approximately 52
game schedule. And it is important to
note that it is the non-conference games
against talented teams such as UConn,
Hofstra, Yale, etc., that serve as a warmup for the Stags' conference match-ups.
The Stags are capable of beating these
non-conference teams and it showed earlier this year when they dropped two nailbiters in a doubleheader at national power
UConn, by the scores of 3-2 and 6-4.
All of the players have done their part to
contribute to this season's success. Junior outfielders Jen Derouin and Jen Roche
have made dazzling defensive plays in
left and right, respectively. When she
hasn't been pitching, where she has garnered five wins and six losses, junior
Rachel Aponte has done an admirable job
patrolling center field. Aponte leads the
team in hitting with a .324 batting average
as of April 8.
Senior tri-captain Dhani Chinalai has
taken up residence at the hot corner, occasionally giving way to fellow classmate
and tri-captain Danielle Fagnant. Fagnant
who has spent an abundance of time as a
designated hitter, has done her job, compiling an impressive .307 batting average.
Sophomore second baseman Dana
Young and freshman shortstop Cristen
Clark have started every game this season
and are a solid middle infield tandem who
display sparkling defensive skills on a
regular basis. Clark has managed a .315
batting average which isn' t too shabby for
any player, let alone a freshman.
Another freshman, first baseman Missy
Powers, has certainly lived up to her last
name in the batter's box. Powers and
sophomore catcher Amy Booth are the
only two Stags to have hit round-trippers
this year. This is interesting considering
the fact that the Stags hit zero home runs
all of last year.
It is hard to argue that the Stags would
be as successful as they have been if it
weren't for the leadership skills of Booth
behind the plate. She is, in a sense, the
defensive quarterback on the field, and in
terms of hitting, she is as big an offensive
threat as they come. Booth's .301 batting
average ranks her fourth on the team
behind Aponte, Clark, and Danielle
Fagnant.
As far as pitching goes, we've already
talked about the success of the staff, and
the leader of this talented trio (starters
April Andruczyk, Rachel Aponte, and
sophomore Joanna Nelson), is definitely
Andruczyk. Andruczyk is not only the
third of the senior tri-captains, but with
Booth as her regular battery mate, she has
won nine while dropping only six. Even
more impressive is her 1.25 earned run
average. When you throw in Aponte's
equally impressive 1.49 and Nelson's !.62,
you come up with a combined earned run
average of 1.37. This is astoundingly low
especially when you compare it to the
2.69 earned run average of Fairfield's
opponents. It's tough to lose games when
the pitching is so dominant.
Elsewhere, freshmen Katy Hurtle, Dominique Kostecki, and Holly Muller, along
with sophomore Nicole Fagnant, have
made the most of their playing time despite seeing limited action.
Sophomore speedster Theresa
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Dhani Chinalai braces for a grounder
O'Connor has proven to be an effective
late inning pinch runner and is always a
threat to the opposition when she's on
base.
All in all, the season to this point has
proven to be a success. In retrospect, it
appears as though the team's performance
in Florida over spring break, set the tone
for the entire season. The Stags returned
from the trip having gone 5-4 over the
stretch. The victories came against some
tough teams and of the four losses, three,
of them were close. Close games have
been the story for the Stags all year. 5-4

is a far cry from the 1-9 record they
compiled at the same tournament last
year.
"This is the best season we've had since
I've been here," said tri-captain Chinalai,
"but we still haven't reached our potential."
With a little consistency, the Stags could
be even more dangerous than they already are, and that's scary. It appears as
though the remaining teams on Fairfield's
schedule will find that fact out the hard
way.

•

■ •

Home Games...
Women's Tennis vs.
UConn
Today, 3 p.m.
Softball vs. Yale
Friday 3 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs. Iona
Friday, 3:30 p.m.
Baseball vs. Iona (2)
Saturday, 12 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse vs.
Mt. St. Mary's
Saturday, 12 p.m.

Softball vs. Boston University
Saturday, 1 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse vs.
Duquesne
Sunday, 12 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs. Marist
luesday, 3 p.m.
Baseball vs. Central
Connecticut
Wednesday, 3:30 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse vs.
Manhattan
Wednesday, 7 p.m.
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Men's tennis gears
up for Fordham
with three wins
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
Since returning from a successful spring break trip to Deerfield Beach,
Florida, the Fairfield University men's
tennis team has had a busy couple of
weeks. With a line-up that was a bit
shuffled-up in order to give some of the
younger players some experience, the
Stags topped St. Francis, the University
of Rhode Island, and St. Peter's, and suffered losses to Big East powerhouses
Villanova and the University of Connecticut, Hofstra, Fairleigh Dickinson, and
Bucknell.
In Florida, the big match for the
Stags was a well-played win over a talented Stetson squad. The match of the
day belonged to freshman standout John
Coakley at number two singles, as he
pulled out an exciting, three-set victory.
Three weeks ago, Fairfield wiped
out St. Francis 6-1 and defending Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference champion
St. Peter's 4-3 on consecutive days. In
the St. Peter's match, junior captain Dave
Briones' impressive 6-0,6-0 whitewashing of his opponent at number six singles
proved to be the decisive match that helped
Fairfield avenge their loss to the Peacocks
in the MAAC finals last November.

After consecutive losses to
Hofstra, Fairleigh Dickinson, and the
University of Connecticut, the Stags
bounced back with an impressive win
over a high-powered University of Rhode
Island squad last Thursday. In the victory over Rhode Island, Fairfield got big
wins from sophomore Brian Robertson
at number three singles and Briones at
number four singles, while freshmen Pat
Barry and Kevin Karl scored impressive
victories at number five and six singles
respectively.
"Kevin (Karl) has been playing very well of late," Briones said. "He
has really made the most of his chance to
play."
This week, Fairfield will go up
against a strong Connecticut College
team before travelling to Fordham for
what is one of the biggest matches of the
spring.
"The match against Fordham
is huge for us," Briones said. "They are
a big rival, and we haven't beaten them
in a couple of years, so we would like to
come away with a win this time."
After the Fordham match,
Fairfield will have three home matches
in six days, as they take on MAAC foes
Iona and Marist before facing the University of Hartford in the final home
match of the season.

Inside
Intramurals...
Sean P. Olmsted
Staff Writer
Week two in intramural softball action proved to be very exciting,
as four ranked teams squared off against
each other.
In the game of the week, #1
Chumick's Nurses stunned #3 Regis I
by scoring six straight runs in the last
inning to win by the score of 8-7. The
game looked like a blow out after Bob
Pascarella hit a grand slam in the top of
the third inning for Regis I. Ian Liu and
Jeff Puckett added some stellar defense for Regis I as well. However,
with a comfortable 7-2 lead, Regis I did
what they do best (Fans may remember
in 1995 when Regis I squandered an
eight run lead in the final inning to the
eventual champion Humdingers). Instead of putting all-star closer Kevin
Pluff in the game, Brendan Burke continued to pitch with a sore arm and
consequently was shelled by hits from
Brian Mascis, Ryan Connolly, and
Shamus Benoit on what was the game
winner.
The other game of the week
pitted intense rivals #4 Less than Zero
against #5 Tickle Me Farrel. The Zeros
came out swinging in the top of the first
inning, as Spot, Feeney, and Eugene
Jang hit back to back to back home

runs. Tickle Me Farrell came right
back as Kane and Cleva scored on base
hits. Tickle Me Farrell soon began to
play uncharacteristically as errors became abundant, including a routine
throw from center fielder Dave Anderson which apparently was intentionally thrown at second baseman Greg
Cleva's hand. Less than Zero rolled to
a 17-9 victory.
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Athletes of the Week
Matt
Callaghan

April
Andruczyk
Callaghan, a junAndruczyk, a
ior from
senior from
Germantown,
Ivyland, PennMaryland, scored
sylvania, pitched
four goals this
a three-hit shutpast Saturday in
out as the softthe men's lacrosse
ball team topped
team's 10-7 win
canisius JL-ii.
over Canisius, and
On the season,
four more goals
and two assists on Andruczyk has
Sunday in a win
nine wins, 1.25
over Niagara.
era and four
The Stags moved
shut-outs.
to 5-0 in the
season.

Women's lacrosse off to
good start in MAAC
Alex Ordonez
Staff Writer
The women's lacrosse team has
undergone two major changes from last
season. No longer a club sport, the team
is now at varsity level. Secondly, they
have named a new head coach, Kathryn
Vignati, who is also the assistant women's
soccer coach.
Vignati joined the Fairfield
coaching regiment this past August. She
left her assistant woman's lacrosse
coaching position at the University of
Vermont to join the Fairfield team.
"We're going to have problems with out of conference games,"
team captain Jackie Metz said. "But
we'll do well in the MAAC because all
of the teams have just started either last

year or this year."
The Stags are a relatively young
team, as they have only two seniors and
three juniors. The rest of the roster is
rounded out by seven sophomores and
five freshmen. Despite the inexperience
of the team, Vignati is confident that the
Stags will soon be a strong force in the
conference.
"I expect to be rather competitive quickly, sometime within the next
couple of years," Vignati said. "We're a
team blessed with a lot of talent, and
we're going to be real good in our conference if we can build up the recruits we
have coming in next year as well."
As of press time, the Stags are
struggling in out of conference play, but
in the MAAC, Fairfield is off to a good
start with a 1-0 mark.

Intramural Softball Rankings:
1. Chumick's Nurses (2-0) - With
clinicals over, total concentration on
winning the championship.
2. Humdingers (2-0) - They have their
own team shirts, so they must be good!
3. Regis I (1-1)-A virtual lock for this
team of juniors to win the MAAC championship ... NEXT YEAR!
4. Less Than Zero (1-1)- Strong work
ethic compensates for their lack of softball talent.
5. Tickle Me Farrell (1-1) - Must get
past adversity and internal strife to
realize their enormous potential

Attention all Musicians! Join
the Pep Band and receive one
Fine Arts credit per semester.
Sign up during class registration. There will be a meeting
on April 21 at 4 p.m. in the
Alumni Hall Lobby for anyone interested.

Sports
Stags almost snag win over
UNC in NCAA tournament
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John Walsh
Staff Writer
When we last left the
Stags hoops team before spring
break, the campus was still buzzing about their magical run and
anticipating selection Sunday.
Fairfield, as you all know by
now, got to the dance with the
Tar Heels of North Carolina,
one of the most storied programs in NCAA basketball history.
By all indications, this
game was going to be over
quickly, and the mostly UNC
faithful 14,368 at Joel Memorial Coliseum in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, would be
celebrating Smith's record-tying victory.
There is, however, a
reason that they play these
games. The Stags apparently

forgot that they were supposed
to just graciously bow out, and
fought like dogs for forty minutes before bowing out with an
82-74 loss. The Stags, led by
Francis' 26 points on 8-12 three
point shooting, led UNC by
seven at the half, and were right
with the Tar Heels for most of
the contest, which was broadcast nationally on CBS.
The opening tip
looked bad for Fairfield, as
UNC scored right out of the
chutes. Everyone thought that
the Tar Heels would just run
away wire-to-wire. But the
Stags started to hit some big
shots from downtown, and took
a 35-28 lead into the locker
room at halftime. Fairfield received a wild ovation from the
300 strong wearing Stag red, as
well fans waiting for the Indiana-Colorado game that was to
follow. People were sensing a
miracle about to happen, but
also knew that the Tar Heels
had the capability to get back in
a hurry.
The Stag's worries
came true, as UNC went on a 92 run to open the second half.
Fairfield, however, would not
go away. The two clubs staged
a battle for the second half, a
half during which UNC committed no turnovers. Despite
that Fairfield stayed in the game
with the long-range shooting of
Francis, John Tice, and Kyle
Commodore. The answer for
Carolina, unfortunately, was 73 Serge Zwikker, who scored
most of his 15 points on easy
putbacks and short shots that
the undersized Stags just could
not contest. The strength and
talent of the Tar Heels, who
featured three McDonald's high
school All-Americans, won out,
but not without a huge scare

from the Stags.
Before the game,
Fairfield coach Paul Cormier said
that he wanted the game to be
close so that "CBS would have to
switch to Winston-Salem" to show
the whole country what the boys
from Connecticut were doing. He
got his wish, as the Fairfield-UNC
battle became the national game
for the entire second half. This
was a relief to Stag fans on spring
break everywhere, who had been
getting score updates, but no live
action throughout the first half.
Fairfield certainly achieved national attention with their performance.

Greg Francis
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Women*s tennis tops
Fordham
Brian Manning
Assistant Sports Editor
Emeritus
The Fairfield University women's tennis team's up
and down spring season continued as they travelled to California over spring break, and then
played two more matches versus the University of
Massachusettes and Fordham
last weekend.
The Stags went 1-3 on
their trip out West but were not
discouraged by their play. The
team faced exceptional competition in some very warm
weather, and overall, did not put
in a bad performance.
"It took some getting
used to in the hot weather," senior captain Amy Hanson said.
"We played a lot of tennis in

only a few days also. We were
not used to playing that much
tennis."
The team returned
home for a few weeks of practice before their next match
when they took on UMass last
Friday. The Stags had fallen to
UMass 5-4 earlier in the season, but had trouble keeping it
that close this time as they lost
5-2. Nancy Searle at number
two singles, and Maureen
Canuso at number five singles
were the only winners for
Fairfield on the day.
"It was not as close as
we had hoped," Hanson said.
"We were without two players
that won for us the last time we
played UMass, so that made it a
little more difficult."
The next day, the team
bounced back from their loss

and smashed Fordham, 6-1. The
only loss for the Stags came at
number two singles, where Mary
Liz Fitzpatrick lost a tough, three
set match.
"Everyone was very
focused," Hanson said. "They
were not a particularly strong
team, but it was good to see us
bounce back from a loss."
The Stags took on a very
weak Manhattan team at home
yesterday, and will host a talented University of Connecticut
squad this afternoon. On Saturday, the Stags will travel to New
Jersey to play an excellent
Princeton team that is one of the
best in the Ivy League. All three
matches will be good practice
for the team as they prepare to
host the Fairfield Invitational
Tournament next weekend.
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The Big Dance and
the dance team
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
It was way back on March 13 that the entire college basketball-viewing world sat in front of their television screen in a complete
state of shock as the unthinkable almost took place. Little old Fairfield
University, the 16th seed in the East region of the NCAA basketball
tournament, put forth a nearly flawless effort against Dean Smith, the
most winning coach in NCAA history, and his band of blue chip
recruits at North Carolina in front of a crowd of over 14,000 Tar Heel
faithful. For 40 minutes on that special Thursday evening, it looked as
if the Fairfield University men's basketball team was on their way to
the biggest giant killing since David slew Golliath way back in Biblical
times.
Senior Greg Francis and his army of gutsy Stags did their best
to play the part of David. But instead of a sling shot and a few rocks,
Francis did his damage with some deadly range from three-point land,
drilling eight out of 12 attempts from beyond the arc en route to a new
Fairfield University record for three-point field goals. But unfortunately for the Fairfield faithful, an evil seven foot three inch giant from
the Netherlands that goes by the name of Serge Zwikker just would not
fall. The Stags threw everything they had at this larger than life figure,
but 19 points and 13 rebounds later, Zwikker and the taller, stronger,
Tar Heels had prevailed. With a huge sigh of relief that rang up and
down the East coast, coach Smith, the master scholar of college
basketball, had claimed his 876th career victim on the hardwood, and
the Stags were sent back to North Benson Road with the satisfaction
of knowing they made a truly great team sweat it out until the end.
Fairfield's furious frenzy of brilliance in the postseason
certainly erased the frustration of aregular season filled with injury and
underachievement. But the Stags' remarkable run should also reap
benefits in the form of increased exposure in publications and on
television, which naturally helps grease the wheels with potential
recruits. The Stags will be returning a solid nucleus for the 1997-98
season, but the big question is whether anyone will be able to fill the
void left by the graduation of Francis and Shannon Bowman. Alumni
Hall may never again see the likes of such a marvelous duo, as their
talent, leadership, and dedication will be remembered for years to
come. Someone will have to step up next year and carry the team on
his shoulders when the Stags need it most just as Francis and Bowman
have done time and time again.
If the last few games of this past season is any indication of
what next year is going to bring, Fairfield fans will certainly be in for
a fun-filled ride. After a season that ended just six points short of the
NCAA tournament two years ago, this was supposed to be the year that
Alumni Hall was a non-stop, raging party on game days. But as the
Stags struggled through an abysmal regular season, fans were left with
little to cheer about until Fairfield took its show on the road and won
over the hearts of the nation. Hopefully, the Stags will pick things up
where they left off and come out hot right off the bat next season so all
the school spirit that was crushed by an 8-18 regular season this year
will resurface at Alumni Hall.
But unfortunately, Fairfield fans will face another void besides that left by the departure of Bowman and Francis. On April 1, the
athletic department pulled a mischievous April Fools prank on Degrees of Motion, the Fairfield University dance team. But unfortunately for the 22 member squad, this move was no joke. The team will
no longer be allowed to perform as a whole during halftime of
basketball games. Instead, the dance team and the cheerleaders will be
condensed into a 12 member group that will perform both at home and
on the road. The athletic department apparently made the move in an
effort to provide more school spirit for road games, as NCAA regulations state that every school is allowed only 12 participants in spirit
groups in games away from home. While it's noble for the athletic
department to bring more school spirit to contests away from Alumni
Hall by adding a little more pep to the cheerleading squad, it really
doesn't make much sense to cheat the Stag-laden home crowd out of
a bigger and better halftime show, not to mention cheating the
members of the cheerleading squad and the dance team that don't make
the cut out of their chance to perform in front of their fellow classmates.
So, while next year has all the potential to be an explosive year for the
Fairfield University men's basketball team, I can't help thinking that
a little bit of that contagious feeling known as Stagmania will be lost
with the condensing of the dance team and the cheerleading squad.

